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accusative 
agent 
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auxiliary 
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dative 
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honorific expression 
imperative 
instrumental 
interrogative 
locative 
nominative 
nominalizer 
participle 
passive 
past tense 
politeness marker 
potential marking 
probability form 
purpose marking 
quotation particle 
selection 
question tag form 
topic 
volitional 

Japanese instances are transcribed using standard English transcription. 
long vowels are indicated by doublled vowels, e.g. [0:] - 00 etc. 
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O. Theoretical foundations 

O. 1. English and Japanese from a typological perspective 

When considering the typological differences between languages, the discussion tends to be 

limited to the comparison of formal aspects. This study, however, will focus on the correspondences of 

forms and discourse functions1 and briefly introduce also some socio-linguistic characteristics of the 

compared languages. 

O. 1. 1. Formal differences 

It is common knowledge that there are no typologically pure languages2. There are rather 

strong tendencies and clustering attributes. From this point of view English is commonly described as 

an analytic3 language, which means that individual morphemes tend to occur as separate words and 

word order plays a significant role on the syntactic level. Japanese, on the other hand, is often 

described as a classical example of an agglutinating language. Its individual morphemes are prone to 

be juxtaposed in an unchanged form within a word and grammatical relationships are expressed by 

particles rather than by the word order. Those also express contextual boundedness and modality4. 

Categories of the verb are expressed by auxiliaries attached to the verb. The auxiliaries obey the basic 

principle of agglutination. That is, one form expresses only one function. However, they fall into two 

categories with regard to conjugation. One group systematically employs synthesis at the seam of the 

verbal root. For example the verbal form mirarenai ("I will not be seen") could be analyzed as a 

complex of a verbal root MI ("see"), a passive marker RARE and a negative marker NAI. The form 

seems to be perfectly agglutinating but when we add a past tense marker TA, the form does not 

change to mirarenaita but to mirarenakatta. NAI belongs to the category of auxiliaries with some 

degree of conjugation. The other category could be instantiated by the conditional marker BA, which is 

always connected to a certain verbal form but does not display any changes in form. 

The difference in the means that convey individual grammatical functions, i.e. the use of word 

order in English and the use of particles in Japanese, is inevitably reflected not only in the structure of 

interrogatives but also on a higher level of defining the interrogative sentence type and its relationship 

1 The terminology used in the present study makes distinction between the interrogative form and question. The 
former reffering to syntactic (and in general formal) arrangement, the latter to its interrogative function. See 
Duskova (1999: 13 1) 
2 Results of research ofVladimir Skalicka are comprehensively summarized in Cermak (2001: 202-206). 
3 Inevitably there are also traces of other language types: agglutination (smart-er, high-Iy), introflective (gave, 
men) and inflectional (-s: 3rd person, singular, simple present). 
4 Question-marking particles KA, KASHIRA, KAI, etc. naturally belong to this group. 
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to other sentence types. English interrogatives are marked 5 on the syntactic (i.e. word order), 

morphological (i.e. the use of operators) and lexical (the use of wh-words etc.) level, whereas 

Japanese has only a semantically based morphological and lexical marking at its disposal. It is obvious 

that semantic marking can never provide sufficient foundation for an unambiguous classification and 

we shall see that defining a Japanese interrogative can be at times very difficult. 

The difference in the means used for marking sentence types is obviously related also to 

modality. We distinguish two different types of modality in English and each of these types is marked 

by different means. The sentence type marks the extrinsic modality. The intrinsic modality is marked 

primarily by modal verbs. In other words there are two types of modality: one obligatory (extrinsic) and 

one optional (intrinsic) in English; but there is no such clear-cut difference in Japanese. In Japanese 

the two modalities are marked essentially by the same kind of means that are overwhelmingly 

semantic.6 Thus distinguishing between a declarative, e.g. indirect question, and an interrogative can 

pose a serious challenge. 

As far as another typologically significant variable, i.e. the word order, is concerned, English 

quite strictly adheres to the SVO word order. Despite being classified as an SOV language, Japanese 

in fact rigidly retains only the final position of the verb. Other positions are governed not so much by the 

grammatical prinCiple but rather by the principle of natural distribution of the rising degree of 

communicative dynamism (table 1). 

ENGLISH JAPANESE 

(1 a) Mayumi took part in the Prague marathon. (1 a) Mayumi ga puraha no marason ni sanka shita. 
response to who took part in the marathon? Mayumi NOM Prague GEN marathon ACCUS ran. 

(1 b) Mayumi took part in the Prague marathon. (1 b) Puraha no marason ni Mayumi ga sanka shita. 
response to what marathon did Mayumi take part in? Prague GEN marathon TOP Mayumi NOM ran. 

Table 1 Word order in English and Japanese 

The word order type of the examined language also has some crucial consequences; the most 

important ones are listed bellow: 

Japanese is strictly a left-branching language. All phrasal heads are always modified from the 

left - whereas English is rather right branching. Postpositions correspond to English prepositions in 

Japanese. The postposition rule also applies to all particles, which means that question-marking 

particles occupy the final position. 

5 Besides the mentioned types of interrogative marking there is of course also the intonation, which is not 
considered directly, but only through the use of punctuation. 
6 Nevertheless, there are also syntactic constructions that mark extrinsic modality in Japanese, e.g. auxiliary 
soo+da that is connected to a dictionary form of Japanese verbs and indicates that the information in the 
proceeding sentence is what the speaker heard. ex.: Mayumi ga puraha no marason wo hashitta soo da. -I heard 
that Mayumi ran Prague marathon. 
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(2) a) Mayumi wa kyonen puraha no marason wo hashitta ka. 
Mayumi TOP last year Prague GEN marathon ACCUS ran INTER 

b) Did Mayumi run the Prague marathon last year? 

This difference is apparent especially when comparing structures with larger embedded segments such 

as relative clauses. English relative clauses are placed after the antecedent of the relative pronoun but 

Japanese simply places the sentence before the head and the sentence operates as a modifier similar 

to an adjective. 

(3) a) Kyonen puraha no marason wo hashitta Mayumi wa ima Nihon de benkyoo shite iru. 
Last year Prague GEN marathon ACCUS ran Mayumi TOP now Japan LOC studying do 

b) Mayumi who ran the Prague marathon last year now studies in Japan. 

Another consequence of the typological difference between the two languages is the varying 

position of interrogative pronouns. English, with the exception of echo questions, always places wh

word initially7. Japanese puts the interrogative word in the relevant syntactic slot: 

(4) a) Mayumi ha kyonen nan no marason wo hashitta ka. 
Mayumi TOP last year what marathon ACCUS ran INTER 

b) What marathon did Mayumi run last year? 

Another structural difference regards the frequency and the scope of the ellipsis of various 

elements. Due to the above mentioned importance of the word order for syntactic marking, there is a 

strong structural pressure that there be overt subjects for all finite verbs (e.g. all compulsory elements) 

and overt objects for transitive verbs in English. This results in a frequent use of pronouns. On the 

other hand, both subject and object are optional in Japanese and as such can be, and more often than 

not are, ellipted. That is also one of the reasons why pronouns tend to be very rare in Japanese. In 

fact, pronouns as a word class virtually did not exist until the middle of 19th century and were created 

based on the Indo-European languages model as calques. Ellipsis in general is very common in 

Japanese and we are bound to be noticing this ever-present characteristic of Japanese throughout the 

study. 

(5) a) Mayumi ga kikoku shita node ai ni iita. 
Mayumi NOM return to the home country made because meeting LOC went. 

b) Mayumi returned to the country and so I went to see her. 

Another difference is to be found in the means of marking the stylistic value of a text. The 

stylistic value in English is signaled by an interplay and relative frequency of different means on different 

7 One type of English echo questions is structurally very similar to Japanese interrogatives as far as the position 
ofwh-word is concerned and thus constitutes an exception to the rule. See Duskovci (1988: 327). 
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levels of language. It is hardly ever marked overtly by one particular form. Japanese, on the other hand, 

disposes of a rich and structured array of morphological, syntactic and lexical means that unequivocally 

signal various levels of politeness and respectfulness. There are two different marked ways how to be 

polite in Japanese. Besides the plain and the polite form there exist also honorific polite expressions 

elevating the object and humble polite expressions lowering the subject. English also has at its disposal 

some stylistically marked structures and various means of stylistic lexical marking but compared to 

Japanese these devices lack the systematic character and pragmatic importance. The politeness system 

permeates the whole grammatical system of Japanese and all expressions are ascribed a certain rank 

within the system, interrogative particles being no exception. 

O. 1. 2. Socio-linguistic differences 

As any language is culturally based it is taken for granted that there must be domains in 

which differing cultural values are directly reflected in the two languages under examination. 

Wierzbicka (2003: 67-131) points out several such domains. Two domains that are classified under the 

headings "Self-assertion" and "Directness" seem to be particularly relevant since they have important 

implications for the use of questions as well as their form in the respective languages. I would like to at 

least briefly introduce the major culturally based differences. 

Wierzbicka, using a system of universal semantic primes, describes the difference between the two 

cultures as follows: 

Self-assertion in Japanese and English 

Japanese don't say: 
Anglo-American do say: 
Japanese don't say: 
Anglo-American do say: 

Directness 

Japanese 

Anglo-American 

'I want this', 'I don't want this', 'I would/n't like this' 
'I want this', 'I don't want this', 'I would/n't like this' 
'I think this', 'I don't think this' 
'I think this', 'I don't think this' 

I want something. 
I don't want to say this. 
I will say something else because of this. 
I think this person will know what I want. 
I want X. 
I don't know if it is fine with you. 

The traditional Anglo-American respect for the autonomy of an individual on one hand and the 

Japanese moderation stemming from the orientation on group harmony on the other seem to be the 

source of these tendencies. 
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Yet there is another important culturally based difference between English and Japanese 

besides the two aspects that Wierzbicka points out. It is the systemic character of male and female 

speech marking in Japanese. The gender-based difference is thought to be receding in contemporary 

Japanese but it is still pronounced enough to differentiate between varieties of an utterance. There are 

definitely some female respectively male speech markers in English but they are scarce and 

overwhelmingly lexical, and not systemic in character. 

O. 2. Interrogatives definition and classification 

Sadock and Zwicky (1985: 158) outlined very clear guidelines for defining and delimiting 

sentence types. Their two basic criteria are: 

"The sentence types of a language form a system, in at least two senses: there are sets 
of corresponding sentences, the members of which differ only in belonging to different 
types, and second the types are mutually exclusive, no sentence being simultaneously of 
two different types." 

This is particularly important in the context of Japanese interrogatives analysis because 

Japanese disposes of the so-called attitudinal markers which mark various modality meanings and are, 

as we shall see, structurally very similar to interrogative markers. Sadock and Zwicky's rules enable us 

to distinguish between different sentence types and sentences of the same type marked by a different 

attitudinal marker, and thus provide important criteria for judgment about sentence types. 

Sadock and Zwicky point out that the basic major sentence types, i.e. declarative, interrogative, 

imperative and exclamative, are represented in most languages and so are the individual types of 

interrogatives, i.e. polar or wh type. The situation in the two compared languages will be at first briefly 

illustrated by an overview of classification presented by authoritative grammars of the respective 

languages. 

O. 2. 1 English interrogative 

A Comprehensive Grammar ofthe English Language (1985; henceforth CGEL) stresses the 

need to distinguish between formal classification, discourse function and illocutionary force when 

discussing sentence types. I adopt this approach as a fundamental requirement and, in a way, a 

challenge, as the relationship between form and function is sometimes very complex and it is very 

difficult to avoid circular definitions and confusion of the two. 

As we shall see, the basic types of interrogatives as described in the grammars of the two 

languages are the same. It is quite understandable since pragmatically there is not much space for 
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creating many different types of interrogatives. One can ask for some sort of information, for confirming 

or rejecting information or give a selection of choices and have one of them approved. Thus CGEL 

(1985) or Mluvnice soucasne anglictiny na pozadf cestiny (1994) distinguish three major types of 

interrogatives: yes-no questions, wh-questions and alternative questions. The individual types are then 

divided into subtypes, which are correlated with varying functions and pragmatic meanings. The 

classification used in this paper is based on this traditional approach with only slight deviations, which 

stem from a maximal effort to distinguish individual types solely on the formal basis. This in particular 

concerns rhetorical and echo questions, which are difficult to define solely on formal basis. A somewhat 

alternative approach to interrogatives is presented in The Cambridge Grammar of the English 

Language (2002:867), which distinguishes open polar (parallel to yes/no) , variable (parallel to wh) and 

alternative questions on the highest level and subsequently works with binary oppositions 

information/direction, neutral/biased and ordinary/echo. Another possible approach taken by Collins 

Cobuilt English Grammar disregards alternative questions as a type and subsums them under yes-no 

respectively wh-question category. 

O. 2. 2 Japanese interrogatives 

Researching the classification of interrogatives in authoritative Japanese grammars only 

confirms the claim of Sadock and Zwicky that the basic types of interrogatives are more or less 

universal. We encounter three basic types: 

o true/false sentence C~ {;~~JEFp~x - shingigimonbun) 

o question word sentence (~JEFp~mH%~Fp~x - gimongogimonbun) 

o selection sentence (~tRJJEFp~x - sentakugimonbun). 

Altough these three categories are familiar enough, nevertheless there are two factors that complicate 

the situation already on this very general and supposedly universal level. The major complicating factor 

is the classification of an interrogative as such. Word gimon (~JEFp~) that we have translated as question 

has a much wider meaning, the primary meaning being doubt. Subsequently, we have to include in the 

category of question expressions (gimon hyoogen - ~Fp~:£Zm) markers such as probability auxiliaries 

etc. This is very much connected with the difference of means used for marking modality that was 

introduced in the opening paragraphs. The conclusion is that we can expect very minute differences 

and a gradient transition between the interrogative and the declarative sentence types in Japanese. 

The second obvious difference in the classification of English and Japanese interrogatives is that 

whereas English allows rather formal distinctions, Japanese grammarians choose to make distinction 
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between a question type (shitsumongata - WFp~~) and a self-question type Uimongata - § Fp~~), 

which is based primarily on directness. This could be seen as a mere difference in methodology and 

approach but choosing this approach is without doubt well-founded. Indeed there seem to be a 

considerable amount of self-directed interrogatives functioning rather as reserved statements. 

Japanese grammars also point out some rules and tendencies regarding individual honorific styles and 

their co-occurrence with certain types of interrogative particles. There appears to be lack of 

systematized information about combinations of interrogative and attitude markers and also about the 

system of interrogative particles, which are usually represented only by the neutral and least 

problematic ka and no. We will try to present a more comprehensible description of the system in 11. 

0.3. Aim, methodology, material 

0.3.1. Aim 

The basic structural and cultural differences between the two languages were introduced 

above. The aim of the present work is, as the heading suggests, defining specifically how these 

typological and cultural differences are reflected in the form and function of interrogative sentences. 

O. 3. 2. Methodology 

The methodology is a way to achieving the aims and since the aim is twofold our methodology 

must reflect upon both of its aspects. The basic stages that were outlined as appropriate to achieving 

such objectives are as follows: 

1) providing a strictly formal identification criteria for an interrogative, defining its types and their 

respective markers 

2) preparing sufficient corpora (see 0.3.3.) 

3) analyzing the collected interrogatives as to the form according to individual marking, comparison of 

the formal aspects of the two languages 

4) defining a relevant range of illocutionary forces 

5) comparing the distribution of illocutionary forces in the sub-corpora 

6) analyzing the collected interrogative main types as to the illocutionary force they express in the two 

languages 

7) comparing concrete structures used as vehicles of concrete illocutionary forces in the two languages 

6) summarizing and interpreting the results 
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O. 3. 3. Analyzed material 

The corpus used for the analysis consists of 360 interrogative structures and their translation 

counterparts, which were excerpted from four playsB. The reason for choosing the dramatic form as an 

excerption source is simple; despite the fact that drama as an artistic expression naturally does involve 

authorial license, it can be supposed to present quite natural language as well as quite natural use of 

language in a conversation. Both these aspects are crucial factors for the present analysis. Two plays 

Streetcar Named Desire (abbreviated as S) and Price (abbreviated as P) are written in English and two 

plays Friends (abbreviated as F) and Red Demon (abbreviated as R) are the Japanese original plays. 

There is a twenty respectively forty years difference between the publication of the English and 

Japanese originals (see the list of sources). The reasons for such selection are quite pragmatic. The 

development and change of Japanese is very dynamic and thus works published in the fifties or the 

sixties are not very topical as far as spoken language is concerned. English does not seem to show 

quite so high a degree of dynamism and so English originals were chosen according to the accessibility 

of their Japanese translations. 

The individual sentences were excerpted from the beginning of each original, the interrogatives 

in the original and their counterparts regardless of the sentence type were recorded. One hundred and 

eighty sentences were excerpted from each couple of original plays. The detailed structure of the 

corpus is summarized in the table below. 

Language # of occurrences # of occurrences lin Total in original 
of original 

Name of the play Abbrev. 
lin origjnal translation language sub-corpus 

Price P 80 80 
English 

Streetcar Named Desire S 100 100 

Japanese 
Red Demon R 90 8609 

Friends F 90 890 

Figure 2 The corpus structure 

8 Plays are commonly used as a source of spoken language, cf. Mala (2000). See appendix A. 
9 0 Some sentenceslack translation. 

180 

180 
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I. Formal analysis of interrogatives in English and Japanese and its foundations 

I. 1, Classification of English interrogative constructions 

As we have stressed in the introduction the vital requirement of the analysis and also the main 

challenge is to adhere strictly to the formal criteria throughout the classification. An overt marker of 

each category is defined and only those sentences that display the defined marker can be classified as 

members of the given interrogative category. The system of categories used is based on conventional 

classification and presents only slight deviations. 

There are three levels: main type, type and subtype. But the individual main types respectively 

types do not always unfold into all levels. As a matter of fact, only yes-no questions do. The main types 

are: 1) yes-no questions, 2) wh-questions, 3) alternative questions, 4) echo questions and 5) questions 

in declarative form. The main types are rather conventional, the individual types and subtypes are 

based on a particular structure (Le. a question tag etc.) or on binary oppositions of polarity and ellipsis 

versus full form. The last mentioned criteria are expected to play an important role for the functional 

analysis. The following is an overview of the classification used. 

I. 1, 1, Yes-no questions 

The main type of yes-no questions presents the richest system of all English interrogatives. 

They are divided into three types, which are further classified into subtypes. The yes-no questions are 

in general marked by an inversion of subject and verb, and in case of use of lexical verbs by an 

introduction of operators. The use of question marks in English is systematic and regards not only yes

no questions but also all other question types and subtypes. The structures fulfilling the given 

conditions are further divided into three types: yes-no questions proper, yes-no questions with ellipsis 

and tag questions. 

The definition of the first type is very clear; it includes all yes-no questions that display overt 

representation of all syntactically required constituents. 

(6) Are you going to write a letter for my mother? 

(7) Did you send ... for a pizza? 

(8) Is that how he baked the cake? 

As is clear from the examples, interrogatives may contain pronominalization as well as some use of 

wh- words. However, the rare examples of yes-no questions which include wh words, are cases where 
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the wh-word is not used as an interrogative but as a different type of pronoun. A simple test is 

reformulating the sentence: 

(8') Is that the way he baked the cake? 

The proper yes-no question type can be further divided according to the polarity of predication into 

positive and negative questions. The above examples are all positive yes-no question so we shall 

mention at least one negative: 

(9) Don't you even think of her now and then? 

(10) Can't I just go and buy a new one? 

A different realization of the main type yes-no questions are yes-no questions with ellipsis. There 

are instances of sentences with missing operators or even the subject and the predicate. Great care 

must be taken to distinguish this type and a single phrase type of echo questions. The key being that 

they are not what echo questions are by definition, i.e. an immediate reaction and often a repetition of 

the parts of previous utterances. Examples are stated below: 

(11) No news yet? 

(12) Have a salad? 

(13) ... , remember? 

The last type of yes-no questions main type is represented by tag questions. Question tag 

constructions are typical of English. They are two constituent structures supplementing declarative 

sentences with a pronoun representing the subject of the preceding declarative sentence and a 

proform representing the preceding predicate. Two subtypes can be distinguished depending on the 

given construction and the polarity of its tag. The polarity of predication of the first, more common, 

subtype is reverse of the polarity of the declarative. 

(14) You're mad, aren't you? 

(15) You hadn't gone to bed yet, had you? 

(16) That's your car, isn't it? 

Nevertheless there is also a subtype with both a declarative sentence and a question tag in positive 

polarity. The same polarity of the main clause and its tag is however limited to positive polarities. An 

example of such construction follows: 

(17) What, you've had it before, have you? 
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I. 1. 2. Wh·questions 

The second main type of English interrogatives are the wh-questions. Their most reliable 

marker is a wh-element10 in the initial position with some exceptions accompanied by the use of an 

operator and inversion. I will be distinguishing only two realization forms of wh-questions: wh-questions 

proper and wh-questions with ellipsis. 

The first type is very clear. It includes all wh-questions that display overt representation of all 

syntactically required constituents. This type can be further divided according to the polarity to the 

positive and the negative subtype. 

(18) How did you find out? 

(19) But what else did you expect? 

(20) Who said that only he could be the next president? 

(21) Why don't you tell them? 

This category, as other categories based on the opposition full form versus ellipted form, will 

be important especially for the comparison of corresponding honorific expressions, which are overtly 

marked in Japanese. Naturally, the second type of wh-questions consists of wh-questions, which have 

undergone ellipsis of one or more of their syntactically required constituents. Nevertheless, 

interrogative structures which are made up solely of wh-element, are not included in this category since 

they are classified as echo questions for reasons specified bellow. 

(22) How many points you scored, John? 

I. 1. 3. Alternative questions 

Alternative questions are marked by inversion or presence of a wh-word and mainly by the 

conjunction or connecting two parallel structures. Commonly, there are two types based on their 

resemblance to one of the previous main types distinguished. Nevertheless, for our purposes such a 

distinction is not judged as necessary and thus it is not utilized. 

(23) Do you like skiing or drinking scotch in the bars below the slopes? 

10 As wh-elements are in this study considered interrogative pronouns who (including whom, whose), what, 
which as well as interrogative adverbs when, where, why, how regardless of any possible combination with 
intensifiers or prepositions. 
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I. 1. 4. Echo questions 

The main category of echo question cannot be delimited entirely on formal grounds, which 

apparently contradicts the methodological rule we have outlined above, Nevertheless, although it is 

defined primarily by its strong pragmatic reliance on the context, we are going to attempt to define the 

category based on the form, We will be distinguishing three categories of echo questions in this paper: 

We define the first category as an echo question proper. This type above all represents 

sentences which repeat the previous utterance, one of the constituents can be optionally substituted by 

a wh-word and they are punctuated by a question mark, I subsume under the same category also 

sentences that ask overtly about the previous utterance and use verbs like to say, to mean: 

(24) Tell you what, Paul? 

(25) Doesn't sell cars? 

(26) What do you mean "won in a lottery"? 

(27) What did you just say? 

The second subcategory of echo questions is constituted by various types of one participant 

mainly subjectless structures: 

(28) Where? 

(29) What sound? 

(30) A pure bred dog? 

(31) The other one? 

(32) Sell my new car? 

The last form of echo questions with which I work in this paper are formulaic expressions, 

inherently conjunctional in character, This category can be illustrated by the following examples: 

(33) Pardon me? 

(34) So? 

(35) And? 

I. 1. 5. Interrogatives with declarative form 

The last main type of interrogatives is represented by a boundary category of interrogative 

sentences, which retain the form of a declarative sentence and are marked only by intonation that is in 

a written text rendered by a question mark: 

(36) You can't come up with anything? 
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(37) She's left the city? 

(38) It might not be necessary to go and buy a bunch of roses? 

I. 1. 6. Other sentence types 

One of the objectives of this paper is to compare the functional scope of interrogatives and 

since arguably it cannot be expected that the scope is identical in both sets of data, we are bound to 

encounter instances of couples of sentences that do not only vary in the type of interrogative but also in 

the sentence type. That is why we are going to be using, besides main interrogative categories, 

categories and their subcategories of interrogatives also categories referring to other sentence types 

e.g. declaratives, imperatives and exclamatives. The overview of types is illustrated below: 
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Figure 3 Classification of English interrogatives applied in the present paper 
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I. 2. Classification of Japanese interrogative constructions 

Some basic characteristics of Japanese, such as low degree of syntactic marking, frequent 

ellipsis, overt marking of politeness level and attitude marking were outlined in 0.1. It seems necessary 

to explicate how these characteristics were used to derive the classification used in the analysis. 

All the features listed above and their interplay result in considerable difficulties we 

encountered when trying to define the interrogative and the declarative. This applies especially to the 

neutral honorific mode where interrogative particles can be ellipted in yes-no questions and must be 

ellipted in wh-questions. What we get are sentences like those below, which are marked neither 

syntactically nor morphemically and the only clue to their interpretation are intonation and context. 

(39) Anata, ashita no kaigi ode ni naru (KA) ( / rising intonation ) 
you, tomorrow GEN meeting participation LOC become (INTER) 

Are you participating in the tomorrow's meeting? 

(40) Tsugi wa nani wo miru (/) 
next TOP what ACCUS watch 

What are we (you) watching next? 

(41) *Tsugi wa nani wo miru ka. *11 y 
next TOP what ACCUS watch INTER 

What are we (you) watching next? 

(42) Tsugi wa nani wo mimasuka. (/) 
next TOP what ACCUS watch+POL INTER 

What are we (you) watching next? 

Further complication is the fact that there is no systemic specific interrogative punctuation in standard 

Japanese texts, which would present a major problem since the majority of normal conversation is led 

in an honorifically unmarked mode. However, in the plays we have chosen as source texts, intonation 

is marked by common question marks. They will be thus regarded as one of the interrogative markers. 

There is a similar problem on a lower level of description and that is with distinguishing 

between interrogative sentences marked by final particles (intrinsic modality marking) and declaratives 

with extrinsic modality marking. So far we have been discussing sentences that employ standard 

question markers like ka as interrogative examples. However, there is a whole range of markers which, 

despite their being rather function marking elements, still carry some semantic content12 and form a 

scale from clear interrogative marking elements to elements marking extrinsic modality in declarative 

sentences. The clearest evidence of this feature is a comparison of compound particles kashira and 

11 * marks an ungrammatical sentence 
12 This applies especially to compound markers, which combine different meanings. 
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kamoshirenai. Both these particles include the basic question-marking particle (ka) and their 

construction is very similar: 

kashira: ka - question marking particle (in 

shira - abbreviated shiranu don't know (know+arch. negative) 

kamoshirenai: ka - question marking particle (in 

shirenai - cannot know (know+potential mood+negative) 

There is no formal justification for distinguishing between these as separate types. The only possibility 

is to base our classification on functional indicators and usage and draw a tentative line dividing the two 

ends of one scale13 . I have listed the particles that will be considered as interrogative marking in this 

paper as an attempt to provide such tentative borderline. The exhaustive particle classification table is 

to be found below, we will provide only a set of sentences as an example here. 

(43) Ashita wa yuki kamoshirenai. 
tomorrow TOP snow maybe (kamoshirenai) 

It may snow tomorrow. 

(44) Ashita wa yuki kashira. 
tomorrow TOP snow by any chance/l wonder (kashira) 

Is it by any chance going to snow tomorrow? 

The third source of classification difficulties are the so called attitude markers. They are final 

particles that apparently do not differ from question marking particles. Nakada (1976) in his monograph 

on interrogatives in English and Japanese treats the particle ne as a means expressing the meaning of 

an English question tag. Indeed, the function of the particle might roughly correspond to tag 

construction but it is crucial to note that ne is not in essence one of the interrogative marking particles. 

The reason for excluding ne from interrogative markers can be explained by a quotation from Sadock 

and Zwicky (1985: 161) who note that: 

"One often needs to distinguish between forms that signal true sentence types, and another 
kind ofform we will call an attitude marker. Lahu ... would ... seem to be a language with a 
much wider range of sentence types than one typically encounters. On closer examination ... 
Lahu appears to have extremely few sentence types and a very large number of particles that 
indicate attitude, rational and emotional, toward a proposition. The expression of certain of 
these attitudes (mild desire, obviousness, desire for agreement, etc.) can quite naturally have 
the effect of a special sentence type. JJ 

13 This modality scale is very clearly connecting utterances, which are not granted any level of certainty to those 
that are stressed as at least very probable. This scale is still more complicated due to existence of attitude 
markers that convey modal meanings on yet another level. We see the core of the classification difficulties in 
the fact that all the marking is essentially semantic which makes the task very intricate. 
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Sadock and Zwicky also give criteria for distinguishing between the marking of sentence types and 

attitude markers. Based on two of them 14 we have classified particles as attitude marking and 

interrogative marking. We have arrived at seven interrogative particles, which, with the exception of the 

most common interrogative particle ka, besides their interrogative meaning also carry additional 

meanings: 

Interrogative markers: ka 

no 

neutral e.g. no additional nuance 

derived from MONO (thing) - neutral, rather informal 

retrospective - specific nuance "you said .... " 

Attitude markers: 

kke 

tte retrospective derived from TO IU - specific nuance "you/it's said ... " 

kashira derived from KA - female speech nuance 

ka derived from KA - male speech nuance 

dai calque formed on the model KAI, derived from the copula DA 

- male speech nuance 

yo emphasis marker, expresses certainty 

ne indicates a request for confirmation, agreement with the other person, 

mild assertion 

na asks for another person's agreement, softens the effect of a 

statement 

(applies also to the variant naa) 

The combinations of interrogative and attitude particles are limited: 

YO NE NA 
KA 0 0 0 
NO 0 0 X 

KAI/DAI X 0 0 
KASHIRA X 0 X 

Table 1 Combination of particles and attitude markers 

Having outlined the particle combinations and stressed that interrogative markers differ from attitude 

markers in their complementary distribution, we shall have due to combination of no and ka doubts 

about the claim that the following sentence is a grammatical question: 

14 The two criteria used are: 
i) Attitude markers are not mutually exclusive 
ii) Their conventional meaning cannot be correlated with specific speech acts 
The third criterion is free embeddability but it would be very difficult to apply since Japanese disposes of the 
quotation particle to, which can be used to embed constructions of various levels and kinds. 
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(45) Omae, shiranai no ka? 
you, know not NOMIN INTER 

You do not know? 

As we have noted, Japanese tends to reduce maxim ally an utterance to as compact construction as 

possible. The full form of the example above would be: 

(46) Omae, shiranai no desu ka? 
you, know not NO (nominalizer) copula honorific mode KA (inter) 

You do not know? 

No in the above sentence has the same origin as the interrogative particle no but it functions as a 

nominalizer. For the nominalizer no to be combined with the interrogative ka, they need to be 

connected by a honorific form in deeper structure (in (46) represented by the copula desu). However, 

this honorific copula would not be fitting in the given context since the sentence begins with and is 

stylistically marked by omae, which is a pejorative form of the second person pronoun. Thus desu is 

ellipted and we obtain a form which seemingly contains two interrogative particles side by side. 

Taking these factors, as well as the purpose of this paper, into consideration, I have arrived at 

the classification of the interrogatives presented below. To be able to compare the two languages I 

tried as much as possible to retain the categories used for the classification of English interrogatives. 

Nevertheless, since Japanese does not require the same structural elements and especially since the 

ellipsis is rather the default mode than the marked form, I refrained from using the ellipsis as a criterion. 

Conversely, Japanese disposes of some additional distinctions, e.g. attitude markers, which are 

included in the analysis, even if they were not included in classification. That is why there are other 

phenomena besides the classification itself included in the master matrix used for the analysis, i.e. the 

given interrogative marking, the use of attitude markers and the presence of verbless structures that 

would be the only suitable candidate for full-fledged ellipsis. The structure of the classification is the 

same as that used for English and also the main types are identical. 

I. 2. 1. Yes-no questions 

The main type of yes-no questions is divided into three types. One of them is identical with the 

English classification the two remaining differ. Instead of dividing the yes-no questions based on the 

presence or absence of ellipsis, I used the polarity as a criterion. 
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The first type are positive yes-no questions. In order to be classified as members of this group, 

the individual sentences must be marked by one of the question marking particles, must have a 

positive polarity and can be additionally marked by interrogative punctuation (?). 

(47) Pan ga hoshii no? 
bread NOM desirable INTER 
Do you want bread? 

(48) Jaa, aka de iku ka? 
so, red INSTR go INTER 

So, do we go with the red (one)? 

(49) Nissan ni tsutomeru n da tte? 
Nissan LOC serve NOMIN copula INTER 

(I hear) You will start working for Nissan? 

The second type are negative yes-no questions. Individual sentences must be marked by one 

of the question marking particles and must have a negative polarity and can be additionally marked by 

interrogative punctuation (?) in order to be classified as members of this group. 

(50) Suihanki demo nai no kashira. 
rice cooker TOP have not INTER 

Wouldn't you have (at least) rice cooker? 

(51) Uchida ga usotsuki da to omowanai no ka? 
Uchida NOM is liar QUO don't think NOMIN INTER 

Don't you think Uchida is a liar? 

The third type are tag yes-no questions. It is important to note that Japanese has several 

different means for expressing the tag question nuance, i.e. an attitude marker, the potential marking of 

the copula etc. But sentences marked in this way would not be considered as questions according to 

our definition. What we subsume under the label tag questions are sentences marked by one of the 

versions of a negative copula combined with an interrogative particle (isn't it?). We can encounter 

various combinations depending on style and honorific level: 

dewanaika 
dewaarimasenka 
janaika 
etc. 

neutral style 
polite style 
colloquial style 

The structure is very similar to English tags with the exception that there is no form corresponding to 

the tag with the same polarity as the main clause. 

(52) Okashii n janaika. [It's weird, isn't it?] It's weird, isn't it? 
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(53) Ii kotoj jaarimasenka. 

great NOMIN is not INTER 
It is great, isn't it? 

(54) Kinoo soo itta janaino. 
yesterday so said isn't INTER 

You said so yesterday, didn't you? 

I. 2. 2. Wh-questions 

Since the ellipsis is not structurally as important in Japanese as in English, I refrained from 

dividing the wh-questions into separate categories based on the presence of ellipsis and wh-questions 

are analyzed only according to their polarity. In order to be classified as members of this group 

individual sentences must be marked by the question marking particles, must include a wh-word15 and 

can be additionally marked by interrogative punctuation (?). 

(55) Nande koko ni yatte kita no? 
why here LOC do came INTER 

Why did you/he etc. came here? 

(56) Gutaiteki ni doo iu ruuru wo mamoranakereba ikenai no ka? 
concretely how called rules ACCUS abide must NOMIN INTER 

What rules in particular must one abide by? 

(57) Kono nioi wa ittai nan dai? 
this stench TOP ever what INTER 

What on Earth is this stench? 

(58) Itsu kara aisatsu iwanakute ii yoo ni natta n da? 
when from greeting not doing good like became NOMIN copula 

Since when don't you need to say hello? 

I. 2. 3. Alternative questions 

Alternative questions are again quite similar to their English counterpart. They are marked by 

an interrogative particle, two parallel constructions alternatively connected by soretomo i.e .. or and can 

be additionally marked by interrogative punctuation (?). 

15The following pronouns and pronouns derived from them are considered as markers ofwh-questions: 
dare who; nani what; itsu when; doko where; dono which; doG how; naze why; dore which one; ikutsu how 
many; ikura how much 
the derivatives can be a simple combination of a pronoun and a case particle: dareni whom, or a more complex 
structure naniniyotte how, thanks to what etc. 
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(59) Sono teian ni sansei desuka, soretomo hantai desuka. 
that proposal OAT agreement is INTER, or opposition is INTER 

Are you for or against the proposal? 

I. 2. 4. Echo questions 

Individual types of the main type echo question are also similar to the English ones. However, 

the formal marking differs. 

Sentences marked by the quotative tte16 are subsumed under the type of echo questions 

proper,17 It is not always an echo question in the sense of responding to the previously said by simple 

repetition, which makes it quite similar to questions including overt inquiry about the previously said 

that were subsumed under the corresponding category of proper echo questions in English. 

(60) Nani wo katte kita tte? 
what ACCUS buy (participle) came (AUX) INTER 

What was it you bought? 

(61) Atarashii Porushe tte? 
new porsche INTER 

Did you say a new Porsche? 

The next category is called "one participant echo questions". These short sentences are very 

similar to English subjectless echo questions, nevertheless we call them differently because Japanese 

does not require a subject in a sentence and subjectless sentences are an unmarked and perfectly 

standard form. The defining element is the presence of a single syntactic element and a possible 

additional marking by interrogative punctuation (?). 

(62) Naze? 
why 

Why? 

Yuki ka na? 
snow INTER 

Is it snowing? 

Ore ka? 
me/I INTER 

Me? 

Tabi ni? 
tabi LOC 

For journey? 

The last type is represented by formulaic echo questions. We suppose that these should be 

quite frequent because they are one of the means for expressing the so called aizuchi. 18 There is 

obviously a narrow line between this and the previous category. Secondary references and 

16 tte is derived from to iu, i.e. the quotative particle to and the verb iu say 
17 There is one type of tte more kinds of use, which has nothing to do with echo questions. Tte in this case 
carries the meaning of so-called in English. There is no way of distinguishing these two formally and thus we 
must be very careful when categorizing echo questions. 
18 Aizuchi is a well known phenomenon of Japanese. The listener or the partner in conversation is supposed to 
provide an explicit signal that s/he is listening. These signals can be in form of interjections, confirmation 
questions or formulaic expressions. 
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consultations with native speakers 

membership in this category. 

(63) Nanda. 
what is 

What's that about? 

shall be used as the basis of an informed judgment as to 

Sooka? 
so INTER 

So? 

Hontoo? 
really 

Really? 

I. 2. 5. Questions in declarative form 

The category corresponding to the questions in declarative form is somewhat complicated in 

Japanese. There is no syntactic marking of questions in Japanese and so we can rely only on 

morphemic markers and punctuation. Furthermore, Japanese, unlike English, does not use the 

question mark systematically. Thus sentences marked neither by the question mark nor by an 

interrogative particle are classified as non-interrogative, i.e. declarative, exclamative etc19 . Thus only 

sentences in the polite form that lack any interrogative marking with punctuation are subsumed under 

this category. 

(64) Otoosan wa imasen? 
your father TOP is not 

Your father is not here/home? 

I. 2. 6. Other sentence types 

One of the objectives of this paper is to compare the functional scope of interrogatives and 

since arguably it cannot be expected that the scope is identical in both sets of data, we are bound to 

encounter instances of couples of sentences that do not only vary in the type of interrogative but also in 

the sentence type. That is why we are going to be using, besides main interrogative categories, 

categories and their subcategories of interrogatives also categories referring to other sentence types 

e.g. declaratives, imperatives and exclamatives. The overview of types is illustrated below: 

19 I also use the category of fragment structures. It is used in this study in rather narrow sense in compliance 
with CGEL (1985: 838) and Duskova (1999:165). The criterion of sentence is identifiability of a clause 
structure, whether regular or irregular. Only structures defying analysis in terms of clause elements are treated 
as fragments. 
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Figure 4 Classification of Japanese interrogatives applied in the present paper 
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(6) What's the adventure? Nanda, kyuuni mata? [what, urgently again] (176) 

Japanese, in these instances, prefers a shorter more compact form ellipting everything but the core 

interrogative pronoun. I have stated in the introduction that frequent ellipsis is a typical feature of 

Japanese, closely related to its typological character and thus this is not very surprising. 

The two instances of a declarative rendering English wh-questions are both marked by attitude 

markers, ne and yo, respectively in (12) (145). Ne, defined as a particle eliciting agreement, 

corresponds to the why don't you ... construction and yo, defined as a particle of assertion, 

corresponds to a rhetoric question starting with But. 

Incidentally the same couple of wh-questions (18) (19), i.e. a why don't you ... construction and 

a rhetorical question, are sources of the imperative and the exclamation translation occurrence. 24 

I. 3. 2. 2. Wh-questions in Japanese 

With 33 occurrences wh-questions represent approximately 18% of the Japanese part of the 

corpus. The main type was analyzed and further classified into two types: positive and negative (see 

Figure 2). However, the occurrences in the corpus show an extreme homogeneity. There are 32 cases 

of positive and only one case of negative wh-questions. Its construction is parallel to English negative 

wh-questions: 

(8) Naze, boku no iu koto ga shinrai dekinai n desu. Why can't you trust what I say? (319) 
why I GEN say things NOM trust not able NOMIN is 

A common formal feature of Japanese wh-questions is their frequent use of the nominalizer no. 

It appears in the corpus in various forms. No with a copula and an interrogative particle represents the 

full form 25 but it is usually ellipted. The briefest form consisting of no (sometimes reduced to n) 

approaches by its form and function the interrogative particles and that is why it was classified as such 

in I. 2. The interrogative construction with no is commonly described as urging the addressee to 

provide a detailed explanation of the situation. The example (8) above can serve also as an illustration 

of this point. The whole proposition "why (you) things I say cannot trust" is anaphorically referred to by 

n, the shortened variant of no. The following table summarizes the frequency of co-occurrence of the 

wh-questions with clause nominalization: 

24 The imperative is marked by an auxiliary nasai derived from a polite variant of "to be" combined with the 
assertive particle yo. Exclamation is marked by multifunctional polite form of copula in probability mood. 
25 Makino (1999: p. 325) "Noda (no+copula) is a sentence ending which indicates that the speaker is explaining 
or asking for an explanation about some information shared with the hearer, or is talking about something 
emotively, as if it were of common interest to the speaker and the hearer." 
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English negative wh-questions are again of the why don't you type. They are, apart from the one 

instance mentioned above (8), rendered by the construction ... doo desuka, which corresponds to the 

English how about construction. In the Japanese original one instance of this is verging on a fragment 

with the verb in conditional form, which is a very common way of suggesting or inviting. 

(10) Otagaini, motto kutsuroida kibun de, hanashiaeba ... ? 
mutually, more relaxed mood LOC, discuss COND 
Why don't we sit down and discuss things in a more relaxed mood? (294) 

Positive wh-questions are rather straightforward but an interesting pattern is displayed by wh

questions rendered in English by yes-no questions (227, 269). They are quite telling as far as the 

difference in style of communication is concerned. Whereas the Japanese versions ask very broadly 

"how is it" or "what are you going to do if ... " respectively, English using a finite verb is much more 

specific. 

The occurrence of an echo question counterpart substantiates once again the difference in the 

level of use of ellipsis in the two languages. Where the English sentence is subsumed under the 

category of echo questions due to its responsive character and the lack of proper grammatical 

structure, the Japanese counterpart despite being extremely brief still qualifies as a full-fledged wh

question. 

1. 3. 3. Yes-no questions 

I. 3. 3.1. Yes-no questions in English 

With their 39 occurrences yes-no questions are the third most represented main type and 

account approximately for 22% of all interrogatives. The breakdown of the main type to types and 

subtypes is represented in the following graph: 
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The two instances of wh-questions are the cases of the doo structure commented upon above. 

The yes-no positive questions are in 18 out of 19 cases rendered as the same type in 

Japanese. However, I would like to mention the remaining sentence: 

(12) Do you mind if I make myself comfortable? 
Kamaimasenka, koitsu wo nuide, kimochi yoku kutsuroidemo? (65) 
doesn't matter INTER, these ACCUS take off feeling well relax CONC 

The English positive yes-no question is rendered as a yes-no question with negative polarity.26 Why 

Japanese resorts to the negative, that is, to a less direct form, will be commented upon within the 

functional analysis. The same applies to the opposite case where the negative English yes-no question 

is rendered in positive polarity: 

(13) Isn't that true? Chigau? [Differ?] (154) 

There are three instances of this pattern. The remaining negative yes-no question is quite a 

straightforward translation of the original structure (127). 

Three cases of English yes-no questions rendered in Japanese as questions in declarative 

form all display the same pattern: tag question in English - question in the declarative in Japanese: 

(14) Stella, you have a maid, don't you? Sutera, anta jochuu wo tsukatteru n deshou ne? (29) 
Stella, you maid ACCUS using AUX NOMIN copula PROS ATTIT 

These sentences represent not only the same interrogative subtypes but also their syntactic structure 

and probability marking is preserved. 

Three occurrences of English yes-no questions (all of them again question tags) rendered as 

exclamative sentences are in Japanese marked either by some form of imperative or by the assertion 

attitude marker yo (131). This points to the fact that tag questions in English fulfill multiple functions, 

which shall be discussed in the following section. 

/. 3.3. 2. Yes-no questions in Japanese 

With their 76 occurrences yes-no questions are the most frequently represented main type and 

account for approximately 42% of the total of Japanese interrogatives. The breakdown of the main type 

to types is represented in the following graph: 

26 The structure of (12) is very similar to irregular non-elliptical sentences with finite-verb predicate of the If 
clause type. See (Mala 2000: 79-90) 
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(31) Sore de, odoroita tie iu no? Does that surprise you? (233) 
that INSTRUM suprised QUOT say INTER 

The tte in this case is quotative but it does not refer to any concrete preceding utterance but to the 

concept of "surprise" itself. In fact the structure is very similar to sentences nominalized by no. The 

sentence means something like: "Are you saying that something called being surprised happened to 

you due to that?" 

The seven occurrences of syntactically complete questions in declarative form only validate the 

typological conclusions drawn above. 

The example of an exclamative sentence rendering an echo question is also familiar. We have 

come across various cases where Japanese down plays a direct expression and this is yet another 

pattern. There is merely one instance in the sub-corpus which nevertheless, may prove interesting: 

(32) Komaru da tie? [trouble copula QUOT] Puts you in an awkward position! (284) 

I. 3. 5. Questions in declarative form 

This section is specific in that it will be based almost entirely on the analysis of the English sub

corpus. There are only two instances of questions in declarative form the Japanese sub-corpus and 

only four instances of English interrogatives were translated into Japanese using this form. As I 

outlined in the introduction, in Japanese no formal marking besides intonation (in our case substituted 

by punctuation) is necessary if the interrogative sentence is in plain style. The interrogative particle, 

however, should be used in combination with polite style. Nevertheless, even this criterion is somewhat 

disputable when analyzing yes-no questions. The example of a Japanese structure closest to questions 

in the declarative follows: 

(33) Naze, boku no iu koto ga shinyoo dekinai n desu. 
[Why, I GEN say things NOM trust cannot NOMIN copula.] 
Why can't you trust what I say? (319) 

(34) Imooto wa imasen? [younger sister TOP is NEG] She's - out? (8) 

The remaining instances share the structure of example (14) above. They are modified by the copula 

marked for probability29 in combination with the attitude marker ne. 

29 Makino (1999: p. 100) an auxiliary indicating the speaker's conjecture which is not based on any particular 
information or evidence 
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Instances of the interrogative in the declarative form rendered as declarative and fragment are 

also quite interesting. It is as if they approach the declarative-interrogative boundary from the 

declarative side. They are substituting the soliciting character of questions in declarative form by use of 

the conditional and the use of the conjunction noni in the final position: 

(37) I thought you'd decided to put it to him? 

Hanashi wo tsukeru koto ni shita n da to bakari omotte ita noni. (144) 
Talk ACCUS encouradge NOMIN PURP do NOMIN copula just think PART though 

(38) You want to leave your suitcase here an' go find her? 

Koko ni kaban azukattoku kara, itte sagashite kitara? (10) 
Here LOC suitcase leave AUX, go PART look for PART return COND 

The conditional seems to operate in a similar way as a how about ... construction. The final conjunction 

on the other hand solicits an explanation I thought this - is it not correct? These instances show that the 

gradient nature of interrogatives and their fuzzy boundary with declaratives applies for both languages 

studied. They also anticipate the following section of the study, which shall concentrate more on the 

differences in style of expression. 
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form - Japanese yes-no questions, Such distribution points to the fact that the main types correspond 

in both languages to a high degree (76% in English, 68% in Japanese), and the formal differentiation 

occurs on more specific levels of types and subtypes, (As was shown in Table 4 even the level of a 

subtype may be in some cases corresponding to a high degree), 

The category of English questions in the declarative form is for the most part rendered by yes

no questions in Japanese, This fact indicates that the distinction that exists in English between yes-no 

question and question in declarative form is not present in Japanese or rather that the boundary 

between declarative and interrogative is slightly different. 

The level of concrete structures revealed that some of the original assumptions were 

unfounded, The correlation of ellipses in English with certain level of politeness of expression in 

Japanese was not confirmed, Most of the Japanese samples were in the plain style regardless of the 

ellipsis or non-ellipsis of the English variant. The quotative marker tte could not serve as an 

unequivocal marker of echo questions given that it was used on several occasions for emphasis, 

We have noticed the same parallel structures in the two language such as: 

how about", and '" doo desuka 

why don't you '" and naze ," shinai 

negative tags, 

as well as some language specific structures or grammatical means: 

tag questions with positive polarity in English 

substantial use of modal verbs in English 

Japanese attitude markers 

probability form of copula in Japanese 

The anticipated difference in the scope of ellipsis in the two languages proved relevant. A 

substantial amount of English wh-questions rendered as echo questions, e,g, (289) or conversely 

Japanese yes-no questions rendered as echo in English, (218) can be given as clear evidence, 

Japanese is very modest in requiring different structural elements and thus even a very simple 

structure, which when translated into English cannot qualify as a complete interrogative, can be 

considered as such in Japanese, 

The following section shall concentrate on the role played by these formal tendencies in 

functional classification and communication style in general. 
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11. Function of interrogatives in English and Japanese· foundations and analysis 

11. 1. Foundations 

The idea that utterances are acts of a kind is very old in both oriental and occidental 

philosophy. Greek Stoics as well as Chinese Confucius stressed the weight words have in interactions 

among people. However, modern linguistics has started to pay due attention to the topic only after the 

publication of J.L. Austin's lectures: How to Do Things with Words in 1962. I would like to summarize 

briefly the development in the field of illocutionary force research and to refer to the major figures 

whose work meant a change in the perception of the illocutionary acts and thus essential also to this 

paper before introducing the methodology employed in the following analysis. 

The first to categorize and define illocutionary acts in modern linguistics was J.L. Austin (1975), 

who has defined illocutionary acts based on the opposition with locutions and perlocutions. Locutionary 

acts were for Austin simple statements of bare facts such as "My cat is fat." IIlocutionary acts were 

those which had an effect on the world as such, e.g. classical "I name this ship Ellen.", i.e. an act 

performed by the speaker by virtue of uttering certain words. Perlocutions were in turn utterances 

which have very similar effect as illocutionary acts but achieve it directly, e.g. "Please, open the 

window." Austin also suggested a taxonomy distinguishing five general classes according to their 

illocutionary force: Verdictives, Exercitives, Commissives, Behabitives and Expositives. Each of the 

classes was illustrated by a group of relevant illocutionary verbs32 and described based on empiric 

experience and instantiated by a concrete social context and situation. Austin's attempt was highly 

appreciated as breaking but at the same time criticized. 

The most influential critique was offered by John Searle, who commented directly upon 

Austin's work in A Classification of II/ocutionary Acts (1976). Searle changed the perspective on the 

definition of the scope of illocutionary acts and at the same time strived for a more systematic approach 

to the classification. Searle stresses that the illocutionary act is the basic unit of human linguistic 

communication. The core of his criticism is the methodology. Searle emphasized the need for keeping 

a clear distinction between illocutionary acts and illocutionary verbs and argued that since Austin failed 

to make this distinction his classification lacked consistent underlying principles. To avoid a similar 

methodological problem, Searle (1976: 2) works with "different types of difference between illocutionary 

acts". He outlines twelve types but in further analysis uses mainly the first three, which are, in his view, 

the most important. 

32 e.g. exemplary verbs for class ofVerdictives were: acquit, convict, find (as a matter of fact), hold (as a matter 
oflaw), interpret as, understand, read it as, rule, calculate, reckon, estimate, locate, place, date, measure, put it 
as, make it, take it, grade, rank, rate, assess, value, describe, characterize, diagnoze, analyze 
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Different types of difference between different types of illocutionary acts: 

(1) Difference in the point (purpose) of the (type 00 act 

(2) Difference in the direction of fit between words and the world 

(3) Differences in expressed psychological states 

(4) Difference in the force or strength with which the illocutionary point is expressed and world 

(5) Difference in the status of the speaker and the hearer as these near on the illocutionary force 

(6) Difference in the way the utterance relates to the interests of the speaker and the hearer 

(7) Difference in relations to the rest of discourse 

(8) Difference in propositional content that are determined by illocutionary force-indicating device 

(9) Difference between those acts that must always be speech acts, and those that can be, but need not be performed as 

speech acts 

(10) Difference between those acts that require extra-linguistic institutions for their performance and those that do not 

(11) Difference between those acts where the corresponding illocutionary verb has a performative use and those where it 

does not 

(12) Difference in the style of performance of the illocutionary act 

Table 6 Searle's criteria for classification of iIIocotionary acts - Searle (1975: 2-7) 

Searle proposes five categories that are defined by the first three differences and occasionally by 

additional conditions. These categories are: Representatives, Directives, Commissives, Expressives 

and Declarations. Membership in a particular class is, according to Searle, reflected also in the 

syntactic structure on the deep level. In other words Searle strived to give Austin's more or less intuitive 

and empirical work more systemic character. 

Searle's classification has been widely accepted and it is still very influential, nevertheless 

there exist some critical remarks and some alternative approaches. Minor criticism relates to the fact 

that Searle stops his description on the level of illocutionary acts and is skeptical about classification of 

conversation types. 33 

There are also critics stressing the complications brought by ambivalence and complex 

character of illocutionary forces and the resulting need to describe the acts in a way that would capture 

all the layers of meaning (sentence meaning, uttereance meaning, speakers' meaning) in all its 

complexity.34 

Such voices seem to be well accommodated by an alternative methodology of classification of 

illocutionary acts put forward by Wierzbicka. Wierzbicka (2003: p. 151) in her approach stresses above 

all two points. One is a need for a truly universal categorization, which would not be ethnocentric, i.e. 

English based. 

33 e.g. Vanderveken, D.: Illocutionary Logic and Discourse Typology, in Revue inernationale de philosophie, 
vo!. 55, 2001. 
34 See Thomas (1989) 
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"I would insist, however, that when philosophers of language discuss illocutionary acts such 
as "promising" (cf. Searle (1969:54-71), "requesting" (cf. Searle (1979:3), they are not discussing any 
language-independent "natural kinds". They are discussing complexes of components which have 
been singled out from among countless combinations of components occurring in human 
communication by concepts which are English-specific." Wierzbicka (2003: 43). 

To avoid describing a general concept through a prism of one specific culture as it is encoded in every 

language, Wierzbicka uses for description the universal semantic primes derived from very basic 

concepts present supposedly in all natural languages. Describing complicated concepts by very simple 

ones is, apart from being culturally unbiased, also a very efficient safety-catch ensuring that all 

aspects hiding within a complicated concept are clearly spelled out. 

The other point that Wierzbicka refuses is the claim that illocutionary forces are 

indeterminate35. On the contrary she insists that provided illocutionary forces are seen as bundles of 

components and not as one complex concept, they are perfectly definable and determinate. 

"The illocutionary force of the utterance in question is quite "determinate", but it can only be captured in 
a framework which operates with sufficiently fine-grained components." Wierzbicka (2003: 200). 

Fine-grained components are of course universal semantic primes. She does not attempt to put 

forward in any way a complete classification and states: 

'The goal is this: to propose for each construction a minimal set of components which will jOintly 
account for all the aspects of its use. As a research strategy, a contrastive approach is most fruitful: if 
one tries to model several closely related constructions at the same time, trying to capture both 
similarities and differences between them, one has the best chance of providing the most accurate 
"portrait" of each illocutionary force." (Wierzbicka, 2003, p. 218). 

The remark concerning the possible ethnocentric bias included within the language of 

description seems valid especially when considering the purposes of this paper, i.e. comparing 

illocutionary force of interrogatives in two conceptually very different languages. However, at the same 

time, it seems fitting to appreciate that Searle by introducing twelve axes (let's not mind that he 

actually fully deploys only three of them) of description in a way does something that Wierzbicka calls 

analysis of bundles of components while preserving a very systemic approach. 

Thus it seems that the best solution is to use such a methodology that would allow us to utilize 

both approaches. I have tried to define categories according to the methodology of Wierzbicka's that 

are compatible with Searle's categories, which were particularly helpful when defining more general 

nests or types of forces. The results of analysis of sentences within the corpus can be thus evaluated 

by both approaches. The categories were defined based on Wierzbicka's trial and error methodology 

and they are presented in Figure 19. The sentences in the corpus were simply evaluated in their 

35 This claim is very much connected to the approaches that use, in Wierzbicka's point of view ethno-centric, 
single term classifications. In these cases it is no wonder that it might be hard to decide for example whether an 
utterance is a warning or a threat. 
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context and core traits such as those of what one says, wants, means etc., i.e. very simple, basic 

concepts were defined. The illocutionary force is expected to be the same for both language versions 

and thus the analysis was done always based on the language of the original. 

The classification of Searle is on the "y" axis of Figure 19 to enable us to see the results 

through Searle's paradigm. However, I have attempted to introduce an additional category of 

requested representatives 36. This group would most likely be subsumed under the category of 

directives, i.e. directing the hearer to provide information i.e. representative. This is however a quite 

specialized case of directives. Taking into account the topic of the paper, it can be expected that we 

will be encountering a considerable number of directive cases in question and providing a special 

category for them will allow us to capture the distinction between them and less specific directives. 

The three dimensions that Searle stresses as determining for illocutionary force classification are 

indicated in the cell on the right hand side from the individual categories. There is again one slight 

change. Whereas Searle distinguishes primarily direction in relation words - world, I have decided to 

add information about the primary impulse for the utterance. In other words I distinguish the case 

where a speaker acts and the case when he/she reacts. The classification above will serve two 

purposes. One is an overall summary of interrogative form use in the given corpus in relation to their 

illocutionary force and the second is a language specific comparative analysis of the concrete forms 

and their use for expressing concrete illocutionary purposes. 

11. 1. 1. Interrogative and its illocutionary force within the corpus 

The functional analysis was conducted based on the classification summarized in Figure 19 

on three successive levels of generality. I will present the distribution of illocutionary forces in the two 

languages within the entire corpus numbering 360 occurrences in the first step. Particular attention will 

be paid to the shared features and differences in distribution of illocutionary forces expressed by 

interrogatives in the two languages in general. The second part of the functional analysis is based on 

the data from the individual language sub-corpora and its purpose is to summarize the functions 

expressed by the main formal types and to compare the situation in the two languages. The third part 

utilizes again the entire corpus and aims at describing the difference between very concrete means 

used for the same ends in the two languages and at putting forward tentative accounts of these 

differences. 

36 The distinction parallels the distinction made in Du§kova (1999: p. 120) "In appealing to the interlocutor the 
question resembles a request, the difference between the two consisting in the kind of response they ellicit, 
respectively supplying information and performance of an act. 
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.Q) 
u u o ... English original Japanese original I English translation 
=0 --

01 Why can't you make a move? (155) Jibun de akaoni to hanashitara doo dai. (257) wh-q 
So why don't you go and talk to him? 
Naze konna taisetsuna yoriai ni akanboo wo tsuretekuru n da. 

02 Why must everybody know your salary? (129) (250) wh-q 
Why have babies been brought to such a crucial meeting? 

03 Can I come watch? (2) Achira no heya, haiken shite mo ii? (358) yes-no q 
00 you mind if I look in the other room? 

04 Well, why not talk about what you don't understand? (158) Jaa, tasuuketsu de iku ka. (297) yes-no q 
How about, as a last resort, abiding by the will of the majority? 

05 Where are your fox-pieces, Stella? (94) Niisan, sore jibun de kangaeta no? (222) yes-no q 
You think that up all by your self? 

06 What feeling? (138) Nandai, are tte? (203) wh-q 
What do you mean "other things"? 

07 Why do you expect yourself to be an authority? (159) Ooko ni, sonna shooko ga aru? (353) wh-q 
E. - empty Where doyou have such evidence? 

08 You were married once, weren't you? (72) Toozen ja nai ka. (287) yes-no q 
That's not surprising, is it? 

09 Oon't you even feel sorry for little Harry? (259) Chigau? (154) yes-no q 
Isn't that true? 

010 What do you teach, Blanche? (67) Nee, otaku, ikura omochi datta no? (349) wh-q 
How much did you have? 

011 You ever feel that way? (172) Ooko ka kowarenakatta? (329) wh-q 

E1 

E2 

No broken bones? 

I let the place go? (54) Chotto, ogesasugiru n janai no? (296) yes-no q 
Aren't you carrying things a bit too far? 

lYes? (90) Sore de? (167) And? wh-q 

Table 7 

11. 2. Comparative analysis of iIIocutionary forces' distribution in English and Japanese 

11. 2. 1. lIIocutionary force distribution within the corpus and sub-corpora 

The following section presents a comparison of relative frequencies of individual illocutionary 

forces expressed by interrogatives in the corpus. Sentences from all four plays were included to 

provide as objective results as possible within the bounds of the available data. However, it is important 

to stress that the scope of the corpus as well the variety of the included sources was limited and there 

is a definite possibility that the character of the plays selected might have affected the results and 

subsequently to some extent also their interpretation. 
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Columns 05 through 09 represent varying forces of negotiating meaning. In this case 

Japanese outnumbers English two to three (50:75 occurrences) in total. Each relevant illocutionary 

force is represented more frequently in Japanese than in English but the most pronounced 

difference concerns forces 05 and 06, i.e. a plea for re-considering some aspect of the discussed 

topic respectively a request for repeating or explaining the foregoing utterance. 

010 and 011 represent the obviously most common illocutionary forces of interrogatives, 

i.e. asking for information. The results for the two languages also display the most similarities in 

this category. English interrogatives asked for specific information (010) more often than for a 

mere confirmation or negation (011). However instances expressing both of these forces 

outnumbered the corresponding instances in Japanese. Both illocutionary forces (010 and 011) 

figure in Japanese on the same quantitative level, which might be quite unexpected especially with 

a view to the results of formal distribution where yes-no questions clearly dominated. The last type, 

i.e. the expressive function, presents quite a convincing correspondence between the two 

languages both in total (E 25: J26 occurrences) as well as in the main force expressing 

disapproval (E1 - E 22: J 25 occurrences). 

The overall results can be summarized by observing that the interrogatives appearing in 

the English originals outnumbered instances from Japanese in the functional categories of 

requesting information and requests for an actions. The contrary can be said about the category of 

negotiating about meaning, which was strongly represented in Japanese. The expressive function 

was used in both languages with a similar frequency. 

11. 2. 2. Distribution of illocutionary forces according to formal main types 

in English and Japanese 

11. 2. 2. 1 Wh-questions 

This section will comment on the form and function correspondence using graphs of the 

individual illocutionary forces distribution and graphs of general illocutionary type distribution of wh

questions. The purpose of the section is not a comprehensive commentary of all combinations but 

rather providing an overview of the functional tendencies of individual formal main types that appear in 

the two languages. 

The main interrogative type of wh-questions was quantitatively dominant in English and placed 

as third in Japanese. Its functional breakdown is made available below. 
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The illocutionary force most often expressed by yes-no questions is, as expected, in both 

languages 011, that is requesting information. Due to difference in frequency of the main type in the 

two languages the absolute numbers vary but the relative occurrence level is very similar. 

Approximately 30% of instances of yes-no questions in both languages express this function. Yes-no 

questions are logically used rather for expressing a request for confirmation or negation of information 

than other functions. However, in both languages the total (010+011) occurrence exceeds one third of 

all occurrences. The representation of E1, used for displaying disapproval, is also on the same 

approximate level (E 10% : J 9%). This result also resembles the results of wh-questions. In other 

words, the force closest to the primary semantics of the main type is dominant followed by the 

expressive function with a representation rate of approximately 10%. 

Other similarities relate to the like placing on the topmost positions (011-08-E1) and very low 

representation of some of the forces, Le. 07, E2 etc. However, we have very low representation of 

these cases and conclusions based on individual occurrences do not have the desirable validity. 

Main differences in the way of employing yes-no questions in the two languages on the level 

of individual forces concern the forces 02, 03, 04, 06 and 08. Each of the three forces expressing a 

mild request (02,03 and 04) is at least twice as frequent in English than in Japanese. On the other 

hand, Japanese yes-no questions are urging the hearer to explain or repeat the preceding utterance 

(06) in 10% of their occurrences, whereas English does not employ yes-no questions for the same 

purpose at all. Japanese yes-no questions are also used much more frequently for eliciting a possible 

involuntary confirmation of the speakers understanding of a situation than their English counterparts (E 

14% : J 23%). 

The overall results summarized in the graph below show that the functional type distribution is 

similar in both languages. The main discrepancies are that Japanese tends to use yes-no questions for 

negotiating the meaning slightly more than English, which on the contrary employs the form more often 

for requesting. However, the primary function and the third most represented expressive function 

display very similar levels of occurrence. 
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85% of cases i.e. 23 sentences translated as yes-no questions (011 - 13 occurrences, E1 - 6 

occurrences 08 - 8 occurrences 010 - 1 occurrence). However, yes-no questions rendering 011 in the 

original Japanese corpus are translated as questions in declarative form in only four instances out of 

24. Therefore, we cannot hypothesize any simple correlation of Japanese yes-no questions with 011 

illocutionary force and English questions in declarative form. 
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11. 2. 3. English and Japanese interrogatives in the light of cross-cultural pragmatics 

Any discussion about the illocutionary forces and forms used for expression in different 

languages naturally leads to a broader concept of cultural scripts, or in other words norms and 

conventions of discourse which reflect culture specific values and priorities. These broad notions are 

by no means absolute. Their scope and role can be described in the following way: 

"Cultural scripts are not intended to provide an account of real life social interactions, but rather 
as descriptions of commonly held assumptions about how "people think" about social interaction. 
Because people bring these assumptions with them into everyday interactions, cultural scripts 
influence the form taken by particular verbal encounters but they do not in any sense determine 
individual interactions." 

(http://www.une.edu.au/arts/LCLlnsm/nsmpage2.htm) 

Wierzbicka explores the core concepts that summarize cultural scripts in her Understanding 

Cultures through Their Key Words (1997). She outlines seven basic concepts for Japanese: amae, 

enryo, wa, on, giri, seishin and omoiyari as opposed to the two elementary concepts in Anglo-American 

culture4o, i.e. freedom and /iberty41. Wierzbicka defines individual concepts using the semantic primes 

introduced above. We will not scrutinize all nine social scripts in detail, however since a basic 

understanding of the fundamental differences is a prerequisite for further discussion about the concrete 

differences between the individual utterances it is indispensable to give at least a brief overview of the 

most relevant concepts. Their cultural scripts are available as an Appendix F. 

The most substantial difference between the two cultures was described succinctly by 

Kawashima (quoted in Lebra 1986: 107). 

"It has been said that societies can be divided into two types, those which are preoccupied with 
rights, and those which are preoccupied with obligations, and that while the West is very much 
"right-oriented", Japan is clearly an "obligation-oriented" society." 

This essential difference is also obvious from the core cultural concepts mentioned above which were 

summarized by Wierzbicka but had kept on appearing in works of the most influential psychologists, 

anthropologists and linguists, e.g. Dio, Midooka, Ishii or Benedict throughout the last few decades. 

The concepts critical for our purposes deserve to be commented upon even if only in a very brief 

manner. The core concept seems to be wa. It is usually translated as harmony but it is not a desire that 

could be paraphrased, as "I want to be in harmony with others", it is forgetting the distinction between "I" 

and the others. "I" becomes a part of a broader group. Well-being of the group becomes the sole 

40 Wierzbicka stresses that there are pronounced differences between English speaking cultures such as white 
English, black English, Australian English. It follows that by Anglo-American white Anglo-American is meant. 
41 See Appendix F. 
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imperative. The epitome of this concept is the Japanese style of decision-making process, which might 

appear painful and unnecessarily long-winded but practically always leads to a consensus. 

Wa is very closely and mutually related to omoiyari, Le. empathy or also sympathy. There could 

be no wa without omoiyari and no omoiyari without wa. 

"For Japanese, empathy ranks high among the virtues considered indispensable for one to be 
really human, morally mature, and deserving of respect. ... Omoiyari refers to the ability and 
willingness to feel what others are feeling, to vicariously experience the pleasure or pain that 
they are undergoing and to help them satisfy their wishes." 
(Lebra, cited in Wierzbicka 1997: 276). 

It would be a grave misunderstanding to mistake omoiyari with self-gratifying sympathy consisting of 

"how would I feel under these circumstances"; it is feeling what the others feel under the given 

circumstances. 

Another concept which makes wa possible is enryo. Wierzbicka summarizes enryo as a 

consciously or semi-consciously felt need for self-restraint to one's wants, which applies also to 

expressing of one's opinions and accounts for the fear of hurting or embarrassing someone else. 

(cf. Wierzbicka 1997: 248) 

It seems necessary to state explicitly what Wierzbicka only hints at and that is that the concepts 

above are working against the background of an at all times bipolar world divided into soto and uchi, Le. 

outside and inside the currently relevant referential group. 

However soto and uchi is not the only distinction that complicates the situation. There are also 

very particular and formalized vertical relationships. Japanese society is very conscious of hierarchy. A 

person's place in a society is greatly determined by their age, sex, but obviously also by social standing 

and many other factors. Obedience toward elders and others of higher-status is a natural instinct. 

The principle of hierarchy is closely connected with concepts of amae, giri and on. Amae has 

been for more than two decades discussed as the essential principle of Japanese culture. The 

underlying archetypical relationship of mother and child is metamorphosed into conscious awareness of 

dependence on the benefactor on one side and gratuitous benevolence and protection on the other. 

On and giri are also asymmetrical in nature but they differ from amae in substance. On 

represents an act of granting to another person something which makes him grateful and provokes 

sense of obligation. Giri is a conscious feeling of obligation towards a benefactor, which is enhanced by 

awareness of expectations on the part of the benefactor as well as broader society. 

All these and some additional concepts stand against two key words of Anglo-American culture, 

Le. freedom and liberty. These two concepts might seem very similar but Wierzbicka draws specific 

distinctions based on their collocations and construals they can support. Wierzbicka shows that the 
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concept of freedom is for current culture more topical than to some degree receding concept of /ibeJty. 

The main difference being negative aspect of definition of freedom: 

"It is non-imposition which is the key idea: "Maybe I can't do some things I'd like to do, but at 

least no one else is going to prevent me from doing what I want and what I have the right to 

do." It is crucial in this concept that what applies to me applies to everyone else: freedom is 

not just a priviledge that some people may enjoy but a universal right." 

(Wierzbicka 1997: 132) 

The following section ventures to compare concrete forms appearing in the two languages in the 

corpus used with the same speakers' meaning i.e. of the same illocutionary force. It also attempts to 

provide an explanation of possible differences referring back to the cultural scripts embodied in the 

concepts above. 

11. 2. 3. 1111ocutionary force 01 

I want you to do X. 

I see you are not doing X. 

I feel something bad about it. 

I urge you to do X. 

There are four structural patterns used for expressing this force in English, which are rendered 

in Japanese either by one of two structures or by a rather free translation: 

(1) If you've got some business with me, how about explaining exactly what it is? (283) 

Yoo ga aru n nara, chanto, setsumei shitara doo nan desu. 
business NOM have NOMIN COND, exactly, explanation give COND how NOMIN copula. 

(2) Why can't you trust what I say? (319) 

Naze, boku no iu koto ga shinyoo dekinai n desu. 
why, I GEN say NOMIN NOM trust cannot NOMIN copula 

(3) Well, are you going to give back my money? (343) 

Saa, kaeshite kureru? 
well, return PART AUX 

(4) Will I have to bother the police again? (344) 

Moo, ichido, ichi ichi zero ban no goyakkai ni narimasuka? 
more once, one one zero number GEN HON bother PUR become INTER 
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The first pattern corresponding to English how about structure appears in a very similar form in 

both languages. As a matter of fact, it is a predominant Japanese structure expressing D1 force. The 

sentence is, despite its directive function, constructed as an inquiry about an attitude to a certain 

possibility. It is an indirect expression, which neither encroaches on any rights of the hearer nor it is by 

any means too explicit, in other words it is very much in accord with English and Japanese cultural 

scripts of freedom respectively enryo. 

Example (2) represents the most common structure (it appears even more frequently in the 

why don't you alternative form) in English. The form is constructed as an inquiry about reasons for not 

doing something or not being able to do something, which can be also used for expressing a 

suggestion. It is again in accord with English social script abhorring any trespasses of individual 

liberties but it is not readily acceptable for Japanese. As the Japanese culture discourages people from 

expressing their wishes, preference and even opinions clearly, naturally also, if possible, it evades 

direct questions. This is probably the reason why we encounter a similar structure only in one case (2) 

in Japanese. Moreover in this one case the subject of the sentence is not you as in English but things I 

say, the hearer is not directly addressed and figures only in as the ellipted topic of the sentence. If we 

paraphrase the Japanese sentence in English we arrive at something approaching: 

(2') (As far as you are concerned) why things I say cannot be trusted? 

The ellipsis of personal pronouns is, as we have discussed in the section devoted to formal analysis, 

extremely common in all types of questions with all types of functions. Such a feature seems to be an 

expression of the wa principle and could be interpreted as reluctance toward singling out individual 

participants of communication and disturbing the unity. 

The English version of Example (3) is a directive in the form of an inquiry about future planned 

actions. The logic of the structure is simple: planned actions are mostly intentional. By asking for the 

intention of the addressee the speaker announces his expectation of such intention as something very 

appropriate. On the surface there is no telling what the hearer should or should not do, and hence no 

trespassing of any personal liberties. Japanese seems to be in this case quite direct, however we 

should not overlook one very typical structural feature of Japanese, i.e. combination of a participle with 

a verb of personal orientation. The verbs of personal orientation are auxiliaries derived from verbs of 

giving and receiving stratified along the honorific scale. They fulfill two purposes: one is clarifying the 

meaning. Were there only the lexical verb Kaesu? the utterance would be highly ambiguous. It would 

not be evident who should be returning to whom. The verb of personal orientation, in our case kureru, 

i.e. give, functions as an indicator of the direction of the intended meaning in relation to the two 

interlocutors. The selection of a specific auxiliary from the scale of honorific expressions marks the 
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level of relationship between the two interlocutors. Instance (3) is in neutral style and marks the 

relationship as more or less equal. In Japanese this construction is one of the most common structures 

for expressing a directive and as far as its role is concerned it approaches English structure with the 

modal can as in Can you pass me the salt? An important point is that even a stylistically neutral 

expression uses an auxiliary verb of giving and that the sentence is constructed as an inquiry whether 

the speaker will be given the action that is the object of the directive. In other words there is no allusion 

to the possible rights of the speaker, which supports the hypothesis of Japanese not being a "right

oriented" culture. 

The last English structure is represented by a combination of an interrogative in the future 

tense and a periphrasis of a modal verb. This pattern construes the situation as an inquiry whether the 

given action will be necessary, or whether the speaker will be forced to perform the action, the force 

pushing the speaker to the action being the behavior of the hearer. Thus the speaker acts as if he had 

no direct control over the actions of the hearer but at the same time he has a right to react. The 

Japanese version neither uses a modal verb nor implies any necessity for action. It is construed as a 

plain inquiry whether the police will be bothered again. The sentence is also marked by the honorific 

affix go and a polite suffix masu. The affix regards the police but the masu is a signal for the hearer. 

The discourse is led on the polite level and the mutual distance of the interlocutors is thus extended. In 

this sense example (4) could be contrasted against example (3) which is in the plain style. The cogency 

of the Japanese rendering approaches that of the English one using the modal verb. But this cogency 

is facilitated by very different means based on very different social scripts. 

11. 2. 3. 2 II/ocutionary force 02 

I think you should not do X. 

I want you to not do X. 

I ask you about X to make you think about it. 

I don't know if you will do what I want. 

I want you to say you will. 

We encounter four English patterns expressing the function specified above. Japanese does not 

display quite so rich a variety but we encounter the use of different sentence types. 

(5) Are you going to stay here and insult her? (100) 

Anta, koko ni ite imooto san ni hidoi koto wo iu tsumori? 
(you, here LOC be PART younger sister DAT terrible things ACCUS say) Attribute intention 
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(6) Why must everybody know your salary? (129) 

Dooshite anta no sararii wo hookoku shite aruku hitsuyoo ga aru no? 
(why you GEN salary ACCUS report do PART walk) Attribute necessity NOM exist INTER 

(7) Esther, please-let's not get back on that, will you? (147) 

Esutaa demo, onegai da - sore wo mushikaesu no wa yamete kure. 
Esther CONC favor copula - that ACCUS get back on NOMIN TOP quit PART AUX 

(8) What do you mean, breaking in, without even taking off your shoes? (281) 

Kimi, dosoku wa hidoi ja nai ka! 
you, entering without taking off shoes TOP terrible is not INTER! 

The English version of the first pattern was commented upon in connection with example (3) 

above. Japanese retains a form very similar to English in this case, which means that the verb is in so

called non-past form modifying auxiliary noun tsumori, i.e. intention. Strictly speaking, the Japanese 

version of (5) consists of a noun phrase and the copula is missing. We have stressed in this connection 

that ellipsis is a ubiquitous feature of Japanese, which is obviously culturally significant as it can be 

interpreted as one of the manifestations of the concept of omoiyari: "I should know what you mean even 

if you do not say it explicitly or as the case may be not at all". There is one more culturally significant 

feature on the lexical level in example (5). It is the distinction of age among siblings. Using different 

words for siblings depending on their relative age is an epitome of prototypical hierarchical relationships 

based on age. It is notorious and it only reminds us of the crucial importance of vertical relationships in 

Japanese culture. There is one more feature in (5) that we have previously discussed above and that is 

the use of a personal pronoun. An abbreviated form of anata - anta, is stylistically marked as female 

somewhat impertinent speech. The use of personal pronoun accentuates the faCt that the sentence is 

not a question and works toward disambiguating it. The logic of the construal42 is very similar to (3) 

above. The sentence is inquiring about the intentions of the hearer with the purpose of denouncing 

them. The fact that Japanese uses a very similar construction is connected with the principle of social 

distance. The nature of communication between Japanese people varies dramatically based on their 

relationship. If two people are strangers, the communication is apt to be abrupt and rude. Once two 

Japanese people know each other by name, they become much more polite and expect politeness from 

the other party. Over time, if their relationship becomes more intimate, they may drop all barriers and 

cushions of polite expressions and actually achieve a status of informal intimate trust, without 

posturing.43 Thus since the social distance of the interlocutors is rather short, Japanese resorts to the 

same character of expression as the otherwise supposedly more direct English. The same principle of 

vertical relationship dynamics applies also to English but since there seem to be many more means for 

42 construal is used here as a social psychological term that refers to the way in which (or the process of) people 
perceive, comprehend, and interpret the world around them, cf. Langacker (1987) 
43 cf. Wichert (2006) 
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expressing horizontal and vertical (soto/uchl) distance in Japanese it appears more pronounced. At the 

same time the relative lack of means for expressing the social distance speaks for a rather egalitarian 

democratic character of English, which again points at the cultural values. 

The English example (6) is in many respects very similar to example (2) above. It construes 

the directive in a similar manner, i.e. as an inquiry for reasons for an action that the speaker disapproves 

of. There is again at least hypothetically room for the hearer to explain what leads him to the behavior in 

question and thus redefine the utterance meaning. The construal is in this sense again avoiding giving a 

direct command and thus infringing upon the rights of the hearer. There is again a modal verb used in 

the English version. It is used as means of signifying intrinsic modality in this case. The use of must as 

opposed to periphrastic have to indicates that the speaker is hinting at the personal conviction of the 

hearer. Existence of this distinction in the usage of modal verb forms also proves that English is very 

much respecting the existence of personal convictions, opinions and rights. The nuance of a high degree 

of probability of the proposition is in Japanese expressed by asking about the existence of any such 

necessity. However, Japanese does not have any means for expressing the nuance of must as opposed 

to have to. 

The English example (7) is rendered by a tag question with the opposite polarity as the main 

clause and by an imperative in Japanese. English softens the periphrastic imperative by a question tag 

using the auxiliary will that not only signifies future tense but at the same time maintains nuance of its 

lexical use i.e. willingness. Japanese uses the imperative, however the imperative mood does not 

concern the lexical verb but an auxiliary verb of personal orientation. There is one more occurrence of 

the same combination interrogative in English - imperative in Japanese among the sentences 

expressing 02. These cases indicate the unwillingness of English to use the imperatives as it might be 

felt as inappropriate infringing on the personal freedom of the hearer. Japanese does not show such a 

tendency, as a matter of fact there is a broad variety of different imperative constructions that vary with 

respect to politeness, honorifics and social distance. 

Example (8) is again very telling. English construes the directive as an inquiry about the 

intended meaning as if not questioning the act itself, which might be felt as trespassing against the 

freedom of the individual, but as if questioning the motive of the action. This inquiring for reason 

resembles constructions with why asking to account for motives. The Japanese construal in the form of 

an exclamation evaluates the activity and asks for approval. Hence Japanese manages to avoid asking 

directly what the hearer means as one is neither expected to express opinions nor ask for them directly. 

Both principles wa and enryo seem to be in operation. 
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11. 2. 3. 3 II/ocutionary force 03 

I want X. 

I do not know if you will facilitate it. 

I want you to tell me if you will. 

(9) Can I come watch? (2) 

Mi ni itte mo ii? [watch PURP go PART CONC good] 

(10) Do you mind if I make myself comfortable? (65) 

Kamaimasen ka, koitsu wo nuide, kimochi yoku kutsuroide mo? 
mind NEG FUT INTER, these ACCUS TAKE off PART, feeling well relax PART CONC 

(11) Would you mind telephoning 467-0436 and asking the superintendent for directions? (301) 

Yon roku ichi kyoku no zero hachi roku yon ban ni toiawasete itadakemasenka. 
four six one exchange eight six four number OAT inquire PART AUX POT INTER 

(12) Look at that, will you? (131) 

Hora, miro yo. [hey, look IMP ATTIT] 

There are three basic structures appearing in 03 function in English and four in Japanese. 

Example (12) corresponds to (7) above. Both languages employ a rather strong form of imperative 

without conditionals etc. in the main clause, English uses a direct imperative instead of its periphrasis 

and Japanese uses the imperative form of the lexical verb that is not combined with an auxiliary of 

personal orientation but with the emphasize attitude marker yo and equally emphatic interjection hora. 

It is one of the cases where Japanese is without question more forceful in expression than its English 

counterpart44 which indicates that Japanese is very much context based and alternative expressions 

vary greatly depending on the context to an extreme degree. 

Sentences (9), (10) and (11) display rising indirectness of expression and consequently also 

the level of politeness. (9), is a straightforward inquiry in English. It uses a modal verb and asks for 

permission. We have seen that Japanese does not use modal verbs to the same extent as English and 

(9) is no exception to this tendency. The Japanese form represents a very frequent structure with a 

participle in combination with the concessive particle mo. A rough paraphrase of the Japanese 

structure would be: 

(9') Is it o.k. even if I go to watch? 

44 English construction is also relatively strong; cf. Wierzbicka (2002: 228) "the combination of an imperative 
with will you constitutes a fairly confident request and that it is often used in asymmetrical relationships." 
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The basic difference between the construal is that where English asks for a concrete permission and 

concrete rights of a concrete individual, Japanese structures the sentence as a universal judgment "is 

going to watch o.k.". Example (308) represents the same case with negative polarity. Polarity of yes-no 

questions is not by definition positively conducive45 and the use of negative polarity is thus related 

rather to the "polite skepticism" principle. The Japanese version is again construed as an attempt to 

reach a consensus and thus uses universal terms but in its rather skeptical undertone resembles the 

English version. 

Example (10) is a very typical example of English paying meticulous attention to the rights of 

the hearer. The Japanese version is construed in a very similar way, however this construction is rare, 

especially compared to English. 

Example (11) is in English very similar to (10); where there is only an added conditional 

modifying the modality and thus increasing the distance between the speaker and the hearer with 

heightened politeness as a result. The Japanese variant is a textbook example of a polite directive. It 

combines a participle of a lexical verb with the humble auxiliary of personal orientation in potential form 

and a politeness suffix. A corresponding direct translation would be approximately: 

(11 ') Will it be possible for me to humbly accept your inquiring at 467 -0436? 

This construction is used not only when addressing one's superiors but also when talking to 

okyakusama guests and in all the many relationships based on the pattern of guest - host there are in 

Japan.46 The construal discrepancy between inquiring whether the personal comfort of the hearer is not 

violated by demanding that something be done on one hand and asking for being given some kind of 

favor by performing the act on the other clearly indicates the orientation of the two cultures towards 

rights and obligations respectively. 

11. 2. 3. 4 II/ocutionarv force 04 

I think you might want to do X. 

I say: I want to know how would you feel about it. 

I would want it to happen if you wanted to do it. 

I say this because I want you to think about it and say what you think. 

(12) You want to leave your suitcase here an' go find her? (10) 

Koko ni kaban azukattoku kara, itte sagashite kitara? 
here LOC suitcase keep PART AUX after, go PART look for PART return COND 

45 cf. Duskova (1999: 131-143) 
46 This is particularly interesting when contrasted with the informal way customers are addressed in Anglo
American culture, e.g. communication on first name terms, cf. Wierzbicka (2003: Ill) 
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(13) Have a shot? (64) Ippai doo desu? [a glass how copula] 

(14) How about, as a last resort, abiding by the will of the majority? (297) 

Jaa, tasuuketsu de iku ka? 
so, decision by majority INSTR go INTER 

(15) Why don't you set down? (111) 

Enryoo wa iranai yo, osuwarinnasai yo. 
reserve TOP need NEG A HIT, HON sit down IMP A HIT 

(16) Well, why not talk about what you don't understand? (158) 

Soko yo, naze, jibun ga wakaranai mondai wo hanasoo to shinai no? 
there A HIT, own self NOM understand NEG problems ACCUS talk VOl QUO do NEG INTER 

We have discussed some of these constructions and the construals they represent in the 

previous sections. The English examples (12), (13) and (14) are very alike; they propose an idea and 

inquire about the hearer's standing regarding it. Regardless if expressed by a how about structure, 

questions in declarative form or yes-no questions with ellipsis, they display respect toward the hearer's 

opinions and preferences. Japanese versions of (12) and (13) share the same deep structure that 

corresponds to the English how about structure and is parallel to example (1). The Japanese example 

(14) employs a different pattern. The subject of the sentence is not expressed, it could be the second 

person singular but more likely it is the first person plural. There is no conditional as is usual for the 

sentences using a how about structure so the expression is much more direct, however the speaker is 

still negotiating and aiming at arriving at consensus shared by all interlocutors. 

Example (15) shows a significant discrepancy between the each individual languages renditions. 

The English whimperative 47 construction is rendered as an imperative in Japanese. It is another 

argument for the hypothesis mentioned in 11. 2. 3. 2. regarding the tendency of English to avoid 

imperatives. Wierzbicka (2002: 28) comments on similar examples stating: 

"In English, a tentative offer (even a very informal one) tends to refer to the addressee's desires 
and opinions .... The phrasing of such offers implies that the speaker is not trying to impose his 
will on the addressee, but merely trying to find out what the addressee himself wants and 
thinks." 

On the other hand, the Japanese speaker with its omoiyari logic, supposedly knows what the addressee 

wants and also that the addressee, who is expected to show enryo, cannot openly comment on his 

desires and opinions. Thus he has no inhibitions to use an imperative provided it is done with respect to 

the relative social standing. The kind of imperative as well as the attitude marker yo used in example 

(15) indicate that the relationship between the speaker and hearer is somewhat patronizing. 

47 For comparison of variety of individual constructions see Appendix E, Table El. 
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The English version of example (16) is very similar to (15). However the construction (16) by 

implying that it is good to do X expresses a more tentative suggestion. Japanese structure uses the 

volitional form in combination with do i.e. decide for something, strive for something and it seems to be 

approaching rather the slightly critical why don't you variant. 

11. 2. 3. 5 I/Iocutionary force 05 

I know / see something. 

I know you know/see the same. 

I want you to realize something about this something. 

(17) Which of them left a cent of insurance even? (53) 

Issento no hoken demo nokoshite itta hito ga atta? 
one cent GEN insurance CONC leave PART went person NOM was? 

(18) Where are your fox-pieces, Stella? (94) 

Sutera, kitsune no kegawa nante, omae doko ni motteru n dai? 
Stella, fox GEN fur, you where LOC have PART NOMIN INTER 

(19) And what we have here? (96) 

Kondo wa nan da, kore wa? 
this time TOP what copula, this TOP 

(20) You think that up all by your self? (222) 
Niisan, sore jibun de kangaeta no? 
older brother, that yourself INSTR thought up INTER 

Interrogatives expressing 05 are mostly rhetorical questions. They have a form of open wh

questions, answers to which are known to speaker as well as addressee. In some cases they express 

an emotional denial. This basic feature is shared by the two languages. However, there are some slight 

differences between individual versions of concrete examples. English example (17) with the selective 

interrogative pronoun which is in Japanese construed as a universal inquiry, i.e. we have "was there 

anyone who would leave even a cent" instead of "which of them left even a cent". Nevertheless, this 

difference has to do more with use of pronouns than with interrogatives as such. The particle nante in 

the Japanese version of (18) indicates that the sentence is rhetorical. It is translated as what but it has a 

very specific distribution and carries a strong emotional marking. 

Example (20) is an instance of irony and its form as well as the impact is similar in both 

languages. 
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11. 2. 3. 6 IlIocutionary force 06 

You said / did X. 

I do not understand.! I'm not confident it is true. 

I want you to tell me again / explain. 

(21) Water blisters? 

(22) Proof? 

(23) What? 

(200) 

(316) 

(30) 

(24) Cross your heart? (185) 

(25) Tell you what, Blanche? (23) 

(26) That's what I asked: How many? 

Oakara, ikutsu hirotia no sa. 

(27) What happened? (166) 

E? 

Shooku? 

Eh? 

[ehm] 

[evidence] 

[e] 

Hontoo ni? [really] 

lu tie, nani wo, Buranchi? [say QUOT, what ACCUS, Blanche] 

(188) 

[that is why, how many picked up NOMIN ATTIT 

000 shita to iu n da? [how did QUOT say NOMIN copula] 

The examples cited above as well as other instances of 06 function in the corpus seem to be 

rendered and function in a very similar way both in English and in Japanese. However, we can still find 

some slight differences between the two languages. 

Subjectless sentences, e.g. (21) - (24) consisting of syntactic noun phrases or adjectives signal 

in most cases that the speaker is not clear as to the reference of some element or the relationship of the 

previously said to the rest of the discourse. 

In (21), and in many other examples, Japanese makes do with only an interjection E? The 

scope of use of onomatopoeia was discussed above, however I would like to connect it to the cultural 

scripts here, specifically to omoiyari and possibly to enryo. According to the enryo principle it is not 

important or even desirable to state explicitly one's opinions and it should not even be necessary to do 

so because of the communion of wa and the emphathy of omoiyari. Communicating with sighs and 

growls is an inseparable part of Japanese and many a time brings about misunderstandings when those 

who should decode it are non-native speakers not familiar with enryo or omoiyari. 

The example (24) represents a slightly different kind of utterance than the rest of the examples. 

It is not inquiring about the meaning of the preceding utterance. Its character resembles that of disjuncts. 

It is asking for an evaluation of the content of the previously said regarding its factuality. The way in 

which this is done in the two languages is again quite noteworthy. Where the English speaker seeks a 

personal guarantee from the addressee the Japanese speaker only asks if it is really the case. It would 

be in most situations unacceptable to use in Japanese a phrase similar to the English one. 
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Echo questions proper represented by (25) are practically identical in the two languages. 

Japanese only makes use of the explicit quotational particle tte introduced above. 

Japanese disposes of means for strengthening boundness with the preceding and following co

text. Apart from the complex quotational particle tte (25), which usually refers to the foregone utterance, 

Japanese also uses a construction with a nominalizer (27) which carries a nuance of demanding a 

further explanation. Oakara (that is why) in (26) fulfills the same purpose. It takes the previous utterance 

and builds on it. English has at its disposal variety of functionally diversified discjuncts, however it tends 

to be less explicit than Japanese in cases similar to those above. 

11. 2. 3. 7 IlIocutionary force 07 

I know / think X is not true. 

I ask something about X. 

I want you to admit X is not true. 

(28) Just because it's ours why must it be worthless? (146) 

Kore ga atashitachi no mono da kara tte, dooshite garakuta atsukai shinakereba naranai no? 
this NOM we GEN things copula because of QUOT, why trash handling do AUX INTER 

This category is very similar to 11. 2. 3. 5. It comprises mainly of rhetorical questions. However, 

whereas in 11. 2. 3. 5., the addressee was supposed to realize something about the expressed content, 

in 11. 2. 3. 7., he is supposed to admit or confirm that the speaker's utterance meaning is shared. The 

used form is very indirect and thus acceptable for both languages without any problems. 

11. 2. 3. 8 II/ocutionary force 08 

I say X. 

I know: you may not want to say the same. 

I want you to say if you would say the same. 

I think you will say you would say the same. 

The previous seven functions were, as far as variety of patterns is concerned represented 

evenly in the respective languages or English disposed of a broader variety of structures. The situation 

with 08 is quite different. There is a higher variety of patterns on the side of Japanese48 . 

48 For comparison of variety of individual constructions see Appendix E, Table E2. 
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English examples of D8 force are overwhelmingly tag questions where tags display a reversed 

polarity than their main clauses. Besides this pattern there are also some indirect questions. The 

corresponding Japanese patterns can be roughly speaking divided into: modification by an attitude 

marker, modification by copula marked for probability, and question tags. However, these three patterns 

show, besides internal variety of different politeness level forms, also various mutual combinations. 

Examples of individual patterns follow: 

(29) You're furious, aren't you? (140) 

Shaku ni sawatta deshou, ne? [vex OAT touched copulaPROB, ATTIT] 

(30) You were married once, weren't you? (72) 

Kekkon shita koto ga aru n deshitane, anta wa? 
marriage did NOMIN NOM have NOMIN copulaPAST ATTIT, you TOP 

(31) But it's illegal entry, isn't it? (323) 

fuhoo shinnyuu ja nai desu ka? [illegal trespassing copulaNEG copulaPOL INTER] 

(32) And you're from Mississippi, huh? (16) 

Soikara. omaesan wa Mishishipishuu no umare nan daroo, nee? 
then, you TOP Mississippi GEN birth NOMIN copulaPROB, ATTIT 

(33) Wouldn't you describe what you did as violence? (330) 

Kimi ga yatta koto da tte, kekkoo booryoku janai ka. 
you NOM did things copula QUOT, quite violence copulaNEG INTER 

English tag questions that have reversed polarity than their main clause have, as a construction, 

slightly different meaning depending on their intonation. They expect a confirmation from the addressee 

in case of rising intonation, which is not the case with tag questions with falling intonation. However, they 

are in both cases positively conducive. Japanese tags (31) have a very similar structure to their negative 

English counterparts but they show a greater variety of forms due to varying scope of ellipsis Uanai, 

janaika), use of different interrogative particles Uanaino), and also politeness marking Uanaidesuka). Tag 

questions in both languages work with a polar black and white categorization. For example (29) is in 

English construed as if there were only two eventualities: either you are furious or not. 

Japanese mostly uses marking by probability form, which is not based on two opposite 

possibilities, but rather on a probability scale. The Japanese version of the above mentioned (29) 

combines probability form of copula with attitude marking particle ne and as a result construes the 

situation quite differently than its English counterpart: 

(29') You are probably verging on fury would you say so too. 

This example substantiates two features of Japanese communication style. There is in accord to enryo 

logic an aversion to direct judgments of any kind and especially accounts regarding feelings and 
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inclinations of the addressee or a third person cannot be stated as facts.49 Probability marking can be 

again in different politeness modes ( (32) plain, (29) polite). 

English tag questions marking corresponds in some cases to Japanese marking by attitude 

markers, above all by ne (30) defined as indicating a request for confirmation, agreement with the other 

person or mild assertion. The level of conduciveness depends greatly on the pronunciation. 

There were two cases of interjection tag huh in the English part of the corpus. These questions 

functionally resemble tag questions and so this construction could be classified as a subgroup of tag 

questions. They have in most cases probability marked counterparts in Japanese (16). Japanese 

disposes of similar interjections but there was no instance detected in the corpus. IIlocutionary force 08 

was in some case also rendered in English by an indirect question (33). Apart from "would you 

describe" there were also sentences introduced by "I wonder" (355) or "I don't suppose" (346). As can 

be expected, none of these constructions that single out an individual from the rest of the interlocutors 

appeared in Japanese, where these sentences were rendered by question tags or probability marked 

constructions. The construal of the questions thus differs. For example, the English version of (33) is 

construed as an inquiry for interpretation of the hearer's act and thus it at least formally maintains the 

decorum of respect to the opinion of the partner in communication. It is as if the Japanese speaker 

suggests an interpretation and in this manner works together with the hearer on establishing a shared 

meaning. 

11. 2. 3. 9 II/ocutionary force 09 

I say X. 

I believe X. 

I think you too think X. 

You act/say something like you do think X. 

I want you to admit you do X (confirm what I think). 

(34) Don't you trust me mate? (237) 

Omae, ore wo sonkei shite nai noka? 

(35) Don't you think that's frightening? (307) 

Osoroshii koto jaarimasen ka ... 

(36) Her mind or her legs? (229) 

Kokoro tte momo no koto kai? 

[you, I ACCUS respect do not NOMIN INTER] 

[frightening NOMIN isn't it INTER] 

[mind QUOT thighs GEN thing INTER] 

49 Besides different disjunctive construction moditying modality of the clause (da soo da, V masu + soo da , rashii 
etc.) there is also a special construction for sentences of "He wants to ice cream." "Kare wa aisu ga hoshigatte 
iru." [He TOP ice cream NOM desire show sign of.]. 
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Four out of six instances of 09 have in English the form of negative yes-no question don't you 

type. Japanese versions for the most part employ the same type of negative yes-no questions or tag 

questions, which as we have noted above are also always negative. 

The construction of (34) is very similar in both languages. Japanese in this case also uses 

second person singular pronoun because the patronizing asymmetrical relationship supports it. The 

construction of the interrogative construes a request for admitting the pre-supposed content as an 

inquiry for addressee's attitude or opinion. 

Example (35) is rendered in a slightly different way in the two languages. The English version, 

by asking directly for the opinion of the hearer, again formally separates the speaker's and hearer's 

opinion as two independent domains. The Japanese version, on the other hand, by using the form of a 

suggestion again construes the question as an attempt at arriving at consensus by cooperation. 

Example (36) is in this sense very similar to (35). The English subjectless clause is not formally 

in any way connected to the preceding co-text. It gives two options and conducively asks for selection of 

the relevant one. That is, despite the fact that the sentence is conducive there is no evident surface form 

revealing it and at least formally the hearer has freedom to choose. The Japanese version is explicitly 

referring to the previously said by using the complex quotative particle tte. It could be paraphrased as: 

(36') You say mind but you mean thighs? 

This again demonstrates a high degree of cooperation and explicitly marked effort to work with the 

information provided toward reaching a consensus required by cultural script wa introduced above. 

11.2.3.10 /IIocutionaryforce D10andD11 

o 10: I don't know X. 0 11: I say X. 

I think you know X. I say this because of what I see/hear. 

I want you to tell me something about X. I don't know if X is true. 

I think you know. 

I want you to tell me if X is true. 

The forces 010 and 011 represent the functions following from the primary semantics of wh

questions and yes-no questions, i.e. requesting a piece of information or confirmation respectively, or 

denial of the content being expressed. The formal differences between the two languages were covered 

in the introduction as well as in the formal analysis section. That is why I will treat both groups as one 
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and select only those differences, which consider systematic formal means that reflect the differences 

between English and Japanese communication style. 

(37) You haven't hurt yourself? (326) Okega wa? [injury TOP] 

(38) Now, you. (266) Anata no namae wa? [you GEN name TOP] 

The first difference I would like to mention is the presence of an explicit topic marking particle wa in 

Japanese.50 It is extremely useful because it allows the speaker to ask without being specific and is convenient 

also for the hearer because he can choose how to interpret the question. It can also downplay a request for a 

piece of information as in (38). English lacks the topic marker and as a result the English expressions tend to be 

either more specific as in (37) or more direct as in (38). There could be also a variant Any injuries? in English but 

it would also be more specific because it would be interpreted as Do you have any injury? whereas the Japanese 

version can be interpreted as asking about existence as well as the scope or kind of injury. 

(39) Where you from, Blanche? (62) Doko, datta kke na, anta wa? [where was INTER A TTIT, you TOP] 

Another very useful device of the Japanese language is retrospective particle kke. It carries a 

nuance of having known the information once and it also has no parallel in English. Regardless of 

whether the speaker has ever known the information in question by using the particle he shows that he 

might have or possibly should have. In this connection, it could be seen as a tool of omoiyari. It allows 

the speaker to declare the previous knowledge but it also carries a nuance of "if I had not known I should 

have" and thus shows the interest of the speaker. At the same time it down plays the directness of the 

question because it presents the question as inquiring about something that had been previously known. 

The fact that English has not developed any analogous means indicates that there is no need for it, 

which is in accord with the logic that each individual has his rights but if the form of the question does 

not intrude into the rights of the hearer it can be as explicit as the speaker likes since there is no general 

taboo about direct expression and the answer is also expected to be direct and open. 

(40) What number you lookin' for? (6) 

Nanban no uchi wo osagashi ka ne? [what number GEN home ACCUS HON look for INTER A TTIT] 

(41) She wasn't expecting you? (11) 

Omaesan ga kuru tte koto wa shirashite nakatta n ka ne? 
you NOM come QUOT NOMIN TOP announce was not NOMIN INTER ATTIT 

(42) Then where is the money if the place was sold? (91) 

Jaa, kane wa doko ni aru n da, uchi wo utta to shite sa. 

then, money TOP where LOC be NOMIN copula, house ACCUS sold QUOT doPART ATTIT 

50 There are ongoing discussions as to whether wa really qualifies as a topic marker because there are 
indications that it cam mark focus as well. However, this discussion is not directly relevant to the present study. 
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(43) What was? (191) Nani wo mita n da yo. [what ACCUS saw NOMIN copula ATTIT] 

The set of four sentences above illustrates the use of other attitudinal markers that are also 

missing in English. There are two examples with a combination of ka and ne. Ka has only interrogative 

meaning but ne also signifies presupposed mutual agreement of the hearer and has a nuance of mild 

assertion. Sa and yo represent a very different couple. They are both emphatic markers. While sa 

carries a male speech nuance yo is highly assertive and is their use is restricted. They could be also 

described as means for asserting one's position in relationships between equals or between a superior 

and his inferior. 

(44) Where can it be, I wonder? (20) Saa, doko daroo? [so, where copula PROS] 

The English indirect questions and their, for the most part, probability marked Japanese 

counterparts have been mentioned on several occasions. However, these two constructions do convey 

the difference in English and Japanese communication style very clearly. The English version is quite 

explicit and in referring to the speaker it is rather individualistic, Japanese lacks reference to the speaker 

and construes the question as it was of common interest to know the answer. Moreover, Japanese 

expression also partly depends on onomatopoeia, which demands common background more than any 

other word class. On the whole Japanese seems rather indirect and cooperative. 

(45) Where is she? (76) 

Doko ni iru n da, imooto san wa? [Where LOC be NOMIN copula, younger sister TOP] 

The example in (43) is one more piece of evidence in support of the value of cooperation in 

Japanese. The structure consists of nominalization of the entire clause and adding a copula (the 

example above has an irregular scrambled word order). The nominalized structure has an effect of 

elicitation of further or more detailed explanation and shows the dependency of the speaker's 

understanding on the addressee. It again has no natural parallel in English. 

(46) Who is it? 

(47) Who are you? 

(276) Dare? 

(279) Donata desu? 

[Who] 

[whoHON copula POLl 

The last couple of sentences illustrate the sensitivity of Japanese to vertical relationships of 

hierarchy and lack of it in rather egalitarian English. We have two very similar and very simple 

sentences. However, it is extremely interesting how even in such short sentences some of the features 

omitted in one of the languages are specified in the other language and vice versa. The English version 

specifies the reference by using deictic pronouns. Japanese has no need for an overt subject and deictic 
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reference is almost never necessary since it is shared context, which is in Japanese taken for granted. 

However, what Japanese does specify is the politeness and honorifics level. We have a lack of copula in 

(46) as opposed to a polite form of copula in (47) and we have plain interrogative pronoun dare as 

opposed to its honorific form donata. The fact that there is the same who in both English sentences and 

that there are no variants for the copula differing in level of politeness is a reflection of the cultural values 

embedded in accent with respect to rights and individualism. 

11. 2. 3. 11 /IIocutionary force E1 

You say/do something. 

I don't believe it is true/appropriate. 

I want you to know it. 

(48) Are you kidding? (98) Karakatte iru no ka, omae. 

(49) I let the place go? (54) 

Kono watashi ga Beru Riiv wo nakushita to iu no? 
This I NOM Belle Reve ACCUS lost QUOT say INTER 

(50) Did I what? (219) Nani wo? [what ACCUS] 

(52) So? (81) Soo? [so] 

(53) What? (204) E? [e] 

[kidding AUX NOMIN INTER, you] 

There are no specific constructions in either language for expressing reservations or disapproval 

to foregone utterances or acts. The constructions that are instantiated above are somewhat frequent in 

the corpus. There are no new features or differences between the two languages that have not been 

discussed in previous sections. However, I would like to at least briefly list the relevant constructions and 

their most prominent features. There are questions which are overtly questioning the validity of the 

previous utterance, e.g. (48), rhetorical questions, e.g. (49) and different types of echo questions, e.g. 

(50) - (53). 

These and other sentences carrying the same function (E1) appearing in the corpus regardless 

whether they are in English or in Japanese depend greatly for their interpretation on context and 

intonation. 

11. 2. 3. 12 II/ocutionary force E2 

I say something to signal I am interested in further conversation. 

(54) Yes? (90) Soo? [so] 
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(55) And? 

(56) In Laurel, huh? 

(167) 

(63) 

Sore de? [that INSTR] 

Rooreru, nee. [Laurel, ATTIT] 

The instances above represent all patterns rendering E2. There are no significant differences in 

the structures used in the two languages and only slight differences in the means employed consisting of 

attitude particle usage and slightly different lexical composition. Intonation is again a key factor. 

Accordingly the long le:] of the attitude marker in (56) has its importance. The same form can be used 

independently as an aizuchi (cf. I. 2. 4.) and has a assertive nuance. 
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11. 3. Conclusion of functional analysis part and final remarks 

The functional analysis attempted to provide a survey of functions, i.e. illocutionary forces of 

interrogative structures in the corpus and its sub-corpora and hence compare the scope of functions 

that are, besides the functions following from the primary semantics of the individual interrogative 

types, realized by interrogatives main types of the compared languages. 

The key factor that can, to high degree, determine the outcome of an analysis, is classification. 

We have combined two approaches, classical Searle's approach and an alternative approach of 

Wierzbicka, which was devised specifically for cross-cultural pragmatics' purposes. 

The first part of quantitative analysis pursued overall distribution of the illocutionary forces in 

the individual sub-corpora regardless of the interrogative types expressing them. As expected both 

languages used interrogatives in accord with their primary semantics mostly for asking for a piece of 

unknown information or confirmation or negation of information, i.e. directive RR (request for 

representative). However apart from this common trend there are some noteworthy tendencies. (see 

graph D2 in Appendix D). Japanese is quite conservative and uses interrogatives primarily to ask for 

information, to some degree to express emotions or attitudes and only in a very limited scope to 

express directive proper, i.e. for getting the addressee to do something apart from only providing 

information. English maintains a similar quantitative level of interrogatives with the expressive function 

but uses interrogatives more than twice as frequently for issuing a proper directive. Analysis of the 

overall quantitative results employing thirteen categories based on Wierzbicka shows that a majority of 

Japanese directive RR instances are constituted by interrogatives with D6 function, which is a request 

for repetition or further explanation of the previous utterance, and standard questions soliciting new 

information only follow. The same analysis shows that among interrogatives expressing directives, 

which are much more frequent in English than in Japanese, mild directives verging on invitation prevail. 

The second part of the quantitative analysis followed the functional distribution of individual 

interrogative main types. The gross results are again quite similar for both languages. Wh-questions 

as well as yes-no questions express in both languages the function corresponding to their primary 

semantics in 50 and 30% respectively. The expressive function is in the main types of both languages 

represented by approximately 10% of instances. However each main type of either language shows its 

specific tendencies. Japanese wh-questions are again more conservative and ratios of functions 

regarding negotiating meaning or proper requests are falling behind those of English. Requests are 

more than twice as frequent also among English yes-no questions which are in Japanese used 

primarily to negotiate about the meaning. The formally diverse main type of echo questions displays 

also the highest diversity as far as representation of illocutionary forces is concerned. However, the 

most frequent type of function is negotiating about the meaning, which in English approaches and in 
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Japanese well exceeds 50%. English uses echo questions also for asking for information and for 

expressive purposes. The expressive function is represented on a similar level also in Japanese, which 

means that expressive usage is comparable across all main types appearing in both languages. The 

main type of questions in declarative form is not sufficiently represented in the Japanese sub-corpus 

and thus only results of English are available. More than a half of the questions in declarative form 

were used to acquire for information. The remaining instances are approximately evenly shared by 

negotiating about the meaning and the expressive function. 

The qualitative analysis of individual structures expressing the individual functions supports 

results of quantitative analysis and reveals some interesting features that can be directly linked to the 

cultural background of the two languages. The most pronounced differences as to a variety of forms 

were detected among instances expressing directive proper (01-04) where different types of English 

structures clearly outnumbered their Japanese counterparts and among instances expressing a 

request for information (08) where on the contrary Japanese displayed a wider formal diversity. We 

have also noted a clear difference in the concepts for which the individual languages have overt 

distinctions and in elements required by the language structure. It is a clear distinction between the 

speaker and the hearer and their domains which is supported by the compulsory presence of the 

subject and is manifested also by the rich variety of whimperatives and by use of indirect questions in 

English. Japanese, on the contrary, often tends to disregard the difference between the speaker and 

the hearer and avoid any direct expressions. What Japanese does distinguish however, are politeness 

and honorifics' styles, male and female speech styles and attitude of the speaker toward the realized 

utterance. 

As a conclusion we can say that the hypothesis put forward by Saddock and Zwicky assuming 

the universal character of main interrogative types and questions seems to be valid for the core of 

interrogatives in English and Japanese. The formal main types, types and sub-types distinguishable in 

the two languages correspond to a high degree. The most frequently expressed functions and their 

ratios are, at least in the case of the two most frequent main types, i.e. wh-questions and yes-no 

questions, also on a very similar level. However, there are also differences. The strongest formal main 

type in English are wh-questions as opposed to yes-no questions in Japanese. There is an entire 

category of questions in declarative form more or less missing or better to say blending with 

declaratives in Japanese. The formal composition of the two languages was argued to be connected to 

different communication styles, i.e. direct "building blocks" of English as opposed to circular "floating 

boat" of Japanese. However, the communication style differences as well as functional differences 

such as a higher ratio of wh-questions rendering directives in English, or a higher ratio of yes-no 

questions asking for repetition or confirmation of the previously said as well as the richer variety of 

possible constructions for rendering the more frequent functions can be linked directly to cultural 
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background summarized in basic cultural scripts such as freedom and /ibertyfor English and wa, enryo, 

omoiyari, on, giri and amae for Japanese. 
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Resume 

Cilem teto studie je srovnani forem a funkci interogativnich konstrukci vanglictine a 

v japonstine s ohledem na kulturne-socialni pozadi obou jazyku. Publikovany byly jednak kontrastivni 

studie venujici se formalnimu aspektu otazek vanglictine a v japonstine a jednak studie, ktere se 

soustredi prevazne na funkci v navaznosti na kulturni specifika. Tato prace je pokusem obe hlediska 

spojit. 

Formalni popis vychazi pri vymezeni vetneho typu z teorie Sadocka a Zwickyho, standardniho 

deskriptivniho popisu interogativnich struktur podle CGEL pro anglicky jazyk a podle Nakady pro jazyk 

japonskY. Kulturne srovnavaci cast je postavena na praci Wierzbicke. Dochazi tak ke spojeni dvou do 

jiste miry protichudnych smeru, nebot' Sadock a Zwicky zdurazi'iuji univerzalni charakter vetnych typu, 

kdezto kulturni antropologove a antropolingviste zduraznuji lingvisticke rozdily plynouci z kulturnich 

odlisnosti. 

Studie vychazi z analyzy korpusu vytvoreneho excerpci divadelnich her (apendix X), ktere se 

bezne pouzivaji jako zdroj prirozeneho mluveneho jazyka. Korpus byl sestaven ze 180 vet anglickeho 

a stejneho poctu vet japonskeho originalu, ke kterYm byly p5i5ayenz prislusne preklady. Vznikly tak 

dva subkorpusy, ktere byly pouzity v castech I. 3., 11. 1. a 11. 2. Posledni cast 11. 3. cerpa z celeho 

korpusu bez ohledu na jazyku originalu. Jednotlive vety byly roztrideny na zaklade formalniho hlediska 

podle predem vymezenych kriterii do typu hlavnich, typu a v nekterych pripadech i podtypu, dale byly 

analyzovany s ohledem na funkci a to do kategorii vymezenych die metodologie A. Wierzbicke a J. 

Searla. Vznikla tak matice, ktera je zdrojem vyslednych dat. 

Prace je rozdelena do tri oddilu: teoreticky zaklad, formalni analyza a funkcni analYza. 

Formalni cast se krome vyslednych dat venuje take klasifikaci interogativnich struktur obou 

srovnavanych jazyku. Funkcni cast dale se sklada ze tri podcasti, ktere jsou serazeny podle urovne 

obecnosti. Prvni z nich srovnava zastoupeni jednotlivych ilokucnich sil v subkorpusech obou jazyku. 

Druha cast dava do kontrastu funkcni rozsah jednotlivych hlavnich formalnich typu interogativnich vet. 

Posledni treti cast se venuje konkretnim strukturam a vsima si rozdilu v konceptualizacich, ktere dane 

struktury predstavuji. 

Vysledky formalni analyzy ukazuji, ze existuje vysoka mira shody vexistujicich typech 

interogativnich konstrukci a ze i jejich rozlozeni je v anglictine a v japonstine podobne. Shledany byly 

dva hlavni rozdily. Zaprve rozdil pomerneho zastoupeni otazek ve forme vety oznamovaci mezi obema 

jazyky, kdy anglictina teto formy vyuziva temer ve stejne mire jako ostatni hlavni formalni typy, ale 

v japonstine je vyskyt teto formy prakticky zanedbatelny. A zadruhe rozdil v pomeru zjiSt'ovacich a 

ozvenovych otazek, do ktereho se promitl siroky rozsah elipsy v japonstine kontrastujici 

s obligatornosti konstitutivnich clenu, jez plyne z typologickeho zarazeni anglictiny. Rozdil v distribuci 
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hlavnich interogativnich typu je interpretovan pomoci teorie komunikacnich stylu. Anglictina vykazuje 

vyssi cetnost zjist'ovacich nez rozlucovacich otazek, a to i pokud bychom kategorii rozlucovacich 

otazek rozsirili i na otazky ve forme vety oznamovac!. Oproti tomu japonstina vykazuje vyssi 

zastoupeni otazek rozlucovacich. Vyzkumy stylu komunikace anglicky a japonsky mluvicich malych 

socialnich skupin zduraznuji mimo jine rozdily v postupu a zpusobu komunikace. Styl anglickych 

mluvcich je charakterizovan jako linearni a aktivni, styl japonskych mluvcich jako cyklicky a kontextove 

vazany. Skutecnost, ze kontext v japonstine hraje vetsi roli, potvrzuje rozsah elipsy a nasledne 

disproporce mezi anglickymi zjist'ovacimi a japonskymi ozvenovymi otazkami. Postup komunikace se 

prom ita do prevahy zjiSt'ovacich otazek v anglictine oproti rozlucovacim otazkam v japonstine, nebot' 

zjiSt'ovaci otazky si primarne vyzaduji zcela novou informaci a posouvaji tak komunikaci vyrazne vpred, 

kdezto rozlucovaci otazky slouzi pouze k potvrzeni ci vyvraceni predpokladane moznosti. 

Jednotlive hlavni typy interogativnich konstrukci v obou jazycich vykazuji relativne vysoky 

stupen korelace (65 - 85%). Pripady vyssiho zastoupeni odlisneho typu interogativni konstrukce, nez 

je typ originalu, v drtive vetsine poukazuji na vyssi rozsah elipsy a na velmi nejasnou hranici mezi 

interogativnimi a deklarativnimi konstrukcemi v japonstine na jedne strane a strukturnimi pozadavky 

anglictiny na strane druhe. 

Vysledky prvni casti funkcni analyzy ukazuji, ze funkcni rozlozeni interogativnich konstrukci se 

take lis!. V anglictine jsou tyto konstrukce pouzity nejcasteji pro zjiSt'ovani informace, na druhem miste 

je vyjednavani 0 vyznamu, dale se s priblizne stejnym pomerem zastoupeni radi otazky pouzite 

k vyjadreni prikazu a postoje ci pocitu. Japonstina vykazuje na prvnich dvou pozicich obracene poradi, 

vyjednavani 0 vyznamu je zastoupeno vetsi merou, expresivni funkce se vyskytuje s podobnou 

cetnosti a dalsi zasadni rozdil se objevuje v cetnosti prikazu, kterYch je v anglictine dvojnasobek. 

Druha cast analyzy naznacila zajimavou tendenci. Jedna se 0 velmi podobnou cetnost 

zastoupeni zakladni funkce, ktera plyne z primarni semantiky daneho typu, tj. zjist'ovani informace, 

rozlisovani mezi platnou a neplatnou informac!. Zjist'ovaci otazky v obou jazycich vykazuji svoji 

primarni funkci v 50% pripadu, rozlucovaci otazky ve 30%. Dalsim pozoruhodnym jevem je znacne 

podobne zastoupeni interogativnich vet pouzitych pro vyjadreni postoje nebo citu v hlavnich typech 

v obou jazycich. Zasadni rozdily se tykaji vetsiho zastoupeni zjist'ovacich otazek s funkci prikazu 

vanglictine a naopak vetsiho zastoupeni rozlucovacich otazek s funkci vyjednavani 0 vyznamu 

v japonstine. 

Tyto obecne tendence a shody forem a funkci jsou ve treti casti dolozeny na konkretnich 

pripadech. Pozornost je venovana vysokemu zastoupeni konstrukci znamych jako "whimperativs" 

v anglictine a vysokemu stupni zavislosti na kontextu v japonstine. Tyto tendence jsou spojeny 

s takzvanymi kulturnimi vzorci, ktere definovala Wierzbicka na zaklade klicovych slov obou kultur, tedy 

hlavne freedom (svoboda) oproti wa (harmonie), enryo (zdrzenlivost), a omoiyari (empatie). Koncept 
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kulturnfch vzorcu je predstaven az v poslednf casti prace, nicmene je zrejme, ze se kulturnf vzorce 

odrazejf i v ostatnfch dflcfch vysledcfch. 

Vysledky prezentovane ve studii jsou podlozeny relativne malym korpusem, jejich 

zobecnitelnost je tedy jiste sporna. Provedenfm hrubeho porovnanf forem i funkcf interogativnfch 

konstrukcf v obou jazycfch se studie pokousf nektere zajfmave tendence nastfnit, kontrastivnf rozbor 

konkretnfch struktur ci funkcnfch typu by jiste prinesl a ucelenejsf vysledky a byl by tak vhodnym 

tematem dalsfho studia. 
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APPENDIX A 

List of the corpus sources 

English originals: 

1) Williams, T.: A Streetcar Named Desire, 
The Norton Anthologyof American Literature, fifth edition, vol. 2, 
gen. ed. Nina Baym, Norton, New York, 1998, pp.1797 -1860. 

2) Miller, A., The Price, The Viking Press, New York, 1968. 

Miller, A., The Price and A Memory of Two Days, 
translated by Takeshi Kurahashi, Hayakawa Shobo, 1974. 

Japanese originals: 

3) *:g:~'0m: ~J¥·**t;:tt··::>t;:~~ ~~X.~ 1987. 

Abe, K., Friends, Charles Tuttle Comp., New York, 1986. 

Noda, H., Red demon, Oberon Books, London, 1996. 



APPENDIXB 

Cl) 

0 I: 
English sub-corpus Japanese sub-corpus z :J 

0 en 
1 S What? 1798 x7, t~N.>(:: 7 7 
2 S Can I come watch? 1798 ~(::h-:J-CtL\L\7 8 
3 S What's the matter, honey? 1798 C? l..,t::O), c1SM~1v7 9 

4 S Are you lost? 1798 J1l(::~ -:J t::O)fJ\(, \? 9 
5 S At Elysian Fields? 1799 r~PJi~J (:: 7 10 
6 S What number you lookin' for? 1799 1iiJ.0)%~c1St~ l..,fJ\~ 7 10 
7 S This - can this be - her home? 1799 '- nfJ~ - x7, '- 0) % fJ{ - jz*O)? 1:, 7 

11 
8 S Oh. She's - out? 1799 x 7, i"? 0 jz*fi - L\"*itlv? 11 
9 S You noticed that bowling alley around the corner? 1799 itoO) ~ ~"*:b -:J t:: c '- ,:, f- if-- I) :,., ~f~fJ{ N.> -:J t:: 

,:,?, c1SM~1v7 11 
10 S You want to leave your suitcase here an' go find her? 1799 '- '- f:: 1ffi1JfJ\ -:J C < fJ\ 0J, h -:J -C t~ l.., -C ~ t:: 0J 7 

12 
11 S She wasn't expecting you? 1799 c1SM ~ Iv fJ{ *,Q -:J -C '- C fi~D 0J l.., -C tJ, fJ\ -:J t:: Iv fJ\ 

~7 12 
12 S Well, why don't you just go in and make yourself at home till they "*, %Iv $ f- 1: t A -:J -C, hlv tJ,1ffi -:J -C *,Q"* 1: 

get back. 1799 < -:>,:,L\1:,Qlvt::~o 13 
13 S How could I - do that? 1799 %O)$-:J-C - C? l..,-CfiL\,QIv1:9"7 13 

14 S Is it? 1799 i" - ? ? 14 
15 S Yes? 1799 i"-? ? 14 
16 S And you're from Mississippi, huh? 1799 i" I. \fJ\ 0J , c1SM~lvfi~ ~~'Y t:~'NO)~"*ntJ,1v 

t::,:,?, :b;t 7 14 
17 S Belle Reve? 1799 I"{)[.,.I)-rj'0),-c1:9"fJ\7 15 
18 S Sure, honey. Why don't you set down? 1800 ~rifiL \ 0J tJ,L \ cl:: , c1S~lvtJ, ~ I. \ cl:: 0 16 
19 S What am I saying? 1800 x7,:b~l..,-:J~0J, ~1v-C,-c~?Iv1:l..,~? 

! 18 
20 S Where could it be, I wonder? 1800 ~ito-C, c,- t:: ,:, ? 7 18 
21 S Stannley? 1801 A5 / v.{? 19 
22 S What are you doing in a place like this? 1801 -1*, N.> Iv t::, ,-Iv tJ, U- c' I. \ % f:: I. \ -C, 1iiJ ~ l.., -C 

L\,QO) 7 19 
23 S Tell you what, Blanche? 1801 ~?-:J-C, 1iiJ~, -:J'7/~7 20 
24 S No? 1801 -f-? ? 20 
25 S You thought I'd been fired? 1801 :b t:: l.., fJq§" (:: tJ, -:J t:: Iv t:: c }~t -:J -C t:: 7 22 
26 S Won't you have another? 1801 t ?-~ifc?? 23 
27 S Sure? 1801 fa:: Iv c 7 23 
28 S You hear me? 1802 ~ ? '- c ~ ~ fJ\ tJ, I. \ 0) 7 24 
29 S Stella, you have a maid, don't you? 1802 AT7, itolv~~$~~-:J-C,QIv1:l..,~?:b7 

25 
30 S What? 1802 ;t-:J7 25 
31 S Two rooms, did you say? 1802 -$~-:J-C7 25 
32 S The other one? 1802 t--:>0)$~7 25 
33 S What kind of bed's this - one of those collapsible things? 1802 '- 0) I"{ 'Y ~', c ? t~ -:J -C ,Q 0) - cl:: < ito,Q}n- ~) 

t:: t::hito)/5~1v 7 26 
34 S But there's no door between the two rooms, and Stanley-will it be I'@Ifii"n1:L\L\7 26 

decent? 1802 
35 S They're something like Irish, aren't they? 1802 77, i"?o 7.{ )[.,7/ ~'Aht::L\tJ,O):b, "*ito 

o i"?1:l..,~?7 27 
36 S Only not so - hiQhbrow? 1802 t:: t::, i" nfa:: c~DI¥-J C f.l tJ, I. \ -:J -C:b It:b 7 27 
37 S What are they like? 1802 C IvtJ,1J k 7 28 



38 S Polacks? 1802 ;f--7 / r:'~? 28 
39 S Will Stanley like me, or will I be just a visiting in-law, Stella? :b t.: l" A?z / I..- -( 0) 3K I::.A..Q tJ\ l, i; 0 28 

1803 

40 S Will Stanley like me, or will I be just a visiting in-law, Stella? -f net, 1iif m: 1l' tJ ~!! 0) ~ IAJ tJ{tlf.! l, tJ\ It -C * t.: 
1803 t~~~~-cm:bn.Q~~~1,i;,~~,A~5 

? 29 
41 S Is he so - different? 1803 -f ~tJ I:: - -ts tJ{ -::> -C L' .Q 0) ? 30 
42 S In a way; what's he like? 1803 c? -ts tJFj 0) ? 30 
43 S He had those on when you met with him? 1803 ~~~ffi~~-c~-::>~.t •• ~~~-C~o)~, 

;::. ~tJ <·~L 'I::? 30 
44 S How did he take it when you said I was coming? 1803 :bt.: l,tJ{*.Q -::> -C .... c ~~!9 C, ~ ~tJ;5,? I::}~t 

-::> -C .Q f1<=f t:: -::> t.: ? 31 
45 S You - haven't told him? 1803 &>~t.:lt - '* t::lttJ l, -C tJ L 'O)? 31 
46 S Oh. Travels? 1803 77, -f?o~h? 32 
47 S Good. I mean - isn't it? 1803 77--c:t, L' L , L. '\b tJ L ,0) ? 32 
48 S What? 1803 tJ~I:: ? 33 
49 S What, Blanche? 1803 tJ~o) .... C, -:i7/~? 33 
50 S What do you mean fought and bled? 1803 lji.Jb t.:O), lfn~jm l, t.:O) -::> -C, iiiJO) .... c? 33 
51 S How in hell do you think all that sickness and dying was paid for? ~~tJI::liiJAtO)~3K~~,H~O).m~C? V(-

1804 1*f1-::> t.: C }~t ? 0), ~~t.: It? 37 
52 S Which of them left us a fortune? 1804 9E~-C:L'-::>t':AO)? -ts, ~tJ\ff;tii~'.t l, -CL'-::>t.: 

AtJ{~-::>t.:? 37 
53 S Which of them left a cent of insurance even? 1804 --!! / t-O)1:*~-c:t,.t l, -CL'-::>t.:AtJ{~-::>t.:? 

37 
54 S I let the place go? 1804 .... O):bI=L-tJV ,),-,. 1)-rJj'~.1c( L-I=cL'?O)? 

37 
55 S Where are you going? 1804 c .... "'h<o)? 37 
56 S Does that surprise you? 1804 -fn-c:, J.iL't.:-::>-CL'?O)? 39 
57 S Is that how he got it? 1805 -f ~ tJ .... c ~ l, -Cl~~ It~ ~tJ{ -::> t.:O)tJ'L', ~)ut? 

39 
58 S Hey, are we playin' poker tomorrow? 1805 ;1--{, BJlBlt;f--t.J-~~.Q~tJ,~? 40 

59 S You want it in the papers? 1805 fJTFIfIl- -c: t I±I it -::> -C:b (ttJ, L \? 40 
60 S Stella's sister? 1805 AT70)9*~~? 42 
61 S H'lo. Where's the little woman? 1805 .... nlt, .... nlto ? -ts 0) ~ -:) rtiiiJ ~? 43 
62 S Where you from, Blanche? 1806 c .... , t::-::>t.:-::>(ttJ, ~~t.:rt? 43 
63 S In Laurel, huh? 1806 IJ- 1..-)'-', ~~? 43 
64 S Have a shot? 1806 -~fC?-C:9? 43 
65 S Do you mind if I make myself comfortable? 1806 t~L' '*it ~tJ" .... L \-:) ~HRL '-C:, 3Kf~-ts d: <~.:, 

L'-c:t? 43 
66 S You are a teacher, aren't you? 1806 ~~t.: ItJt~, t:: -::> t.:~~ ? 45 
67 S What do you teach, Blanche? 1806 iiiJ ~ ~ ~ -C .Q ? 45 
68 S How long you here for, Blanche? 1806 -:i7 /~, .... -ts i;1::ltcO) < i;L'Ji5.Q-:)t~)? 

46 
69 S You going to shack up here? 1806 ? -ts 1::;8 '* .Q~t::~? 46 
70 S What's that? 1806 tJ~-C:9 , ~nlt? 47 
71 S Haven't fallen in, have you? 1806 51 -ts)b~ -C:.Q~ L. '\b tJ L ,t::.:, ? tJ, ;1-1? 47 

72 S You were married once, weren't you? 1806 *M~ l, t.: .... C tJ{~.Q~-C: l, t.:~, ~~t.:lt? 47 

73 S What happened? 1806 -fn-c:, c? tJ -::> t.: 0) ? 48 
74 S What's all this monkey doing? 1807 .... 0) ~ :b~lt-l*tJ~t::L'? 49 
75 s How about my supper, huh? 1807 i1Sn0)9 fftfliJiO)1Jlt c? tJ .Q~t::, - ? A. 50 
76 S Where is she? 1807 c,-I-Ji5.Q~t::, M(~~lt? 50 
77 S Over what? 1807 ~r::-c:? 51 
78 S Yeah? 1807 **;1-? 51 



79 S The place in the country? 1807 !E*(1);V)<1)~~? 51 
80 S How? 1807 C?l,""(? 52 
81 S So? 1807 i"? tJ\? 52 
82 S So? 1807 i"? tJ\? 53 
83 S How about that? 1807 c ? t:.: (, \ ? i" (, \ "? ~ t 1> l, ~ l, < lift tJ\ it -C t i; et 

? C -\b tJ (, \tJ\o 53 
84 S So that's the deal, huh? 1808 tJ-@I;I2', i"? (,\? ..... C l::tJ-::>-C -@AdJ\~, - ? A. 

54 
85 S She didn't show you no papers, no deed of sale or nothing like etMI::~ it tJ tJ\ -::> t:.lvt::tJ? 54 

that huh? 1808 
86 S Well, what in hell was it then? 1808 7-'/, i"nC-\b;V), -i*, c? Lt::.lvt::? 

55 
87 S Give away? 1808 A I:: < n -::> "IS -\b -::> t::. (1) tJ\? 55 
88 S To charity? 1808 ~~~~I-~~1~tJ\(,\? 55 
89 S Have you ever heard of the Napoleonic code? 1808 etM, T if- Lot '/ 5ti:~ -::> -C t (1) ~ lift (, \ t::. ..... C tJf.;V) 

-@tJ\(,\ ? 55 
90 S Yes? 1808 i"-? ? 56 
91 S Then where is the money if the place was sold? 1808 C-\b;V), ~ltc ..... I::;v)-@lvt::, ~It% -::> t::. C l,-C 

~? 57 
92 S (Open your eyes to this stuff!) You think she got them out of a J:: < El ~1~~lIt-C ..... n~ ~~ J:: ! ~*~(1)Jt!£<1)*€i*~ 

teacher's pay? 1808 -r: ~ -::> t::.1v t:: c ,ffi ? (1) tJ\ (, \? 58 
93 S What's this here? 1808 iiiJt:: , ..... (, \ -:J It ? 58 
94 S Where are your fox-pieces, Stella? 1808 A. T7, ~m(1)=€;&:tJIv-C, etM c ..... 1:: t -::> -C-@Iv 

t:.:(,\? 58 
95 S Where are your white fox-pieces? 1808 etillic':'l-t~-:>-C-@lvt::L\, ~LUmtJIv-C? 58 
96 S And what we have here? 1808 ..... Iv C It-fiiJt::, ..... :hl;i ? 59 
97 S What's rhinestone? 1809 7 -{ '/ A. ,,- '/ -:> -C tJ Iv t:: (, \ ? 60 
98 S Are you kidding? 1809 h\ i; h\ -:> -C 7:J (1) tJ\ , ;1=3 ilIi ? 60 
99 S Since when do you give me orders? 1809 ;l=3il1i(' \-:JtJ\ i; ;I=3:hI-$<?l9 -@J::? 1- tJ -:> t::.lvt::? 

61 
100 S Are you going to stay here and insult her? 1809 1hlvt::., '- ,-1::r.s--CY*~lvk"{}c('\,- c ~I:§i ?-:Jt 

L) ? 61 
101 P What in the world is that? 5 L \ -:> t::. L \ iJ:lvtJO) , -f:h? 8 
102 P What is that? 6 tJIv tJ (1) ? 8 
103 P No, not really - she didn't recognize me, imagine? 6 (,\~, J.lIJl--1&:~, etntJf.'¥IJ i; tJtJ\-::>t::.tJ\ i; tJo 

9 
104 P Where'd you get a drink? 6 C ..... -r:-tiF~ -::> -C 2" t::. Ivt:: (, \? 9 
105 P Make you feel funny? 6 et tJ\ l, tJ ~ I:: tJ i; tJ (, \ ? 9 
106 P What? 6 1iiJ tJf.? 9 
107 P Well, you want to take anything? 7 -r:, iiiJtJ\If~ -::> -C et < tJ\~? 9 
108 P Where would we put any of it? 7 c ..... 1:: 11': It -@tJ\ l, i; ? 10 
109 P Did you get hold of him? 7 )i~ It "? (, \ -C (1) ? 10 
110 P Was he in the office? 7 (, \t::. ..... C It(, \t::.(1)? 10 
111 P Why don't I meet you somewhere? 7 c? l,""(, c '- tJ\J:: i"-r:ii-g-? c ,-1-l,tJtJ\ -::> t::. 

(1) tJ\ l, i; 0 10 
112 P Why? 7 ~if? 10 
113 P God, what's it all about? 8 1;I1v c ? I::, c ? tJ -::> -C (, \ -@ (1) ? 11 
114 P What was that screwball's name? 8 ;V)<1)ettJ\l,tJ~L tJIv-C~Mt::-::>t::.tJ\l,i;? 11 

115 P Rented the front parlor, remember? 8 et I£;t -C -@ ? -~(1)~i~9 ~i1i L) -C t::.. 11 
116 P Repaired saxophones? 8 --ij-::f-A. 7;;J- '/~~Ill, -C (, \t::.? 11 
117 P How'd he ever get all those beautiful girls? 8 ;V)lvtJ 2"n(' \tJ~(1)Tt::."IS ~, C?~-::>-Ct(1)l:: 

l, t::. (1) tJ\ l, i; 0 11 
118 P Why not? 9 i" L) -\b;V)i"? ~ 0 12 
119 P So what? It was the Depression. 9 t:: -::> -C ~, tJI_l, ~1'~~(1)~1-'Ct:: -::> t::. Iv t::tJ\ i; 

tJo 12 



120 P Well, where is your dealer? 9 C ..... 0"t:', -fo)~~J.i~A.J, c ..... k~\~o)? 
13 

121 P Don't get depressed already, will you? 10 ~tJ\i; < J: < J:"9~tJJ:o 14 
122 P What's this record? 10 ..... 0) v:::J - r:', tJ Iv tJ 0) ? 14 
123 P You remember it? 10 is 1£ X -C ~ \ ~ 0) ? 14 
124 P I mean it. I said I'm going to bargain, why do you ... ? 10 I~A.J C ? ~ -iSnlt? * < llilt cv.:,? C ~ \ ':) t:.A.Jt= 

, -fntJo)l:::tJi!-? 15 
125 P And how much? 10 ~\ < i; Lt.::? 15 
126 P Forty-five, imagine? 10 1rn+1i. r:"L-, ~x i;n -C? 15 
127 P Isn't this one of the ones you just bought? 11 ..... n, ..... O)cv.:,~\t=iS*xtJ{~ ':)-C~-C < nt.::~-::> 

c~tJ~\tJ\~? 15 
128 P Was there cream and sugar in the coffee? 11 1i1>:fmC? I) -ko, It~ \':) -C ~ \t.::O) , -f0):::J-t:-

I:::? 16 
129 P Why must everybody know your salary? 11 C?L-Ccv.:,A.J~0)~7~-~~~L-C~<~~ffi 

cv.:,~0)? 16 
130 P Why not? 12 1~A.Jc? J:o 17 
131 P Look at that, will you? 12 I~ i;, j! 0 J: 0 17 
132 P You see? 12 ~\~\tJ\~o 18 
133 P What? 12 t.;.lvt= ? 18 
134 P Why don't you leave me? 12 cv.:,t.:: L c ]jljnt.:: i; c?? 18 
135 P Why don't you go off for a coupple of weeks with your doctor? -, =~rl'l'l~c', is* xO) iS~~ c!::: I±ItJ\ It-C ~t.:: 

13 i; c? t=.? 18 
136 P Did you ask to speak to your brother? 13 5L ~ A.J c~! L t.::~ \':) -C, t.:: 0) A.Jt=O) ? 19 

137 P Well, what are you going to do? 14 c? LJ:?':)-C~\?A.Jt=? 19 
138 P What feeling? 14 c~, c Ivt';'3Kt~1:,? 19 
139 P To come to the phone after sixteen years? 14 +1\1f-,5~~) t= ':) -C ~ \? 0)1-, ~~!kl±l J:? ':) -C L 

tJ~\? 19 
140 P You're furious, aren't you? 14 ;ill I::: ~;b ':) t.::"t:' L J::. ? , ~? 20 
141 P What about his share? 14 5L ~ A.JO)lf~~) )ilt C·? "9 ~ O)? 20 
142 P You're going to raise that with him, aren't you? 14 5L~A.JI:::~!L -CJ-j.~A.J"t:' L J::.?, ;;t? 20 
143 P He's got right to his half, why should he give up anything? 14 ~)i~m~fficv.:,~, ~1v"t:'-fn~5L.ffi.-C~~ 

nlitJ i; tJ~ \A.Jt=? 20 
144 P I thought you'd decided to put it to him? 14 ~!~-::> It ~ ..... c I::: L t.::A.Jt= C litJ\~) ,'is', ':) -C ~ \t.::O) 

I::: 0 20 
145 P But how many Cadillacs can he drive? 14 "t:' t , cv.:,o)A,~~~7~?~~~~,:)-C.Y* 

;bit~o)J:o 21 
146 P What law said that only he could study medicine-? 14 cv.:,O)At= IttJ{~~O)MJ5~ ~ L -C t J: ~ \t';'A.J-C5!.w 

tJ{ cv.:, ':) t.:: ? 21 
147 P Esther, please-let's not get back on that, will you? 15 XA?z-"t:'t, iSffli,w~ \t=--fn~<t,' L~"9o)lt~ 

6b-C < no 21 
148 P Just because it's ours why must it be worthless? 15 ..... ntJ{ cv.:, t.:: Lt.:: 1:, O)!jo/J t= tJ\ i; ':) -C , C'? L -C tJ{ i; 

< t.:::J:}H \ Lt.;. ItnlitJ i; tJ ~ \O)? 21 
149 P Now what's that for? 15 ~ Iv 0) ..... c t=. (, \ ? 21 
150 P The man won't even come to the phone, how am I going to-? m=¥-lt~~!I::: ~ xl±lJ:? c LtJ~\A.Jt=if, C?"9 

15 ~) ~(,\(,\A.Jt=? 21 
151 P What are you so excited about? 15 t.;.r:::~-fA.J~I:::OO!l L -C('\~A.Jt=? 22 
152 P Then what is it? 15 C ~, t.;.1v t.;. 0) ? 22 
153 P Is it that easy? 16 -f A.JtJ l-im!iitJ ..... c t= 0 ? tJ\~? 22 
154 P Isn't that true? 16 ,""- -? J!E:> . 23 
155 P Why can't you make a move? 16 C? L -CtIJ < O)tJ{~ \~tJO)? 23 
156 P lam? 16 ~(,\? 23 
157 P What do you want? 17 C' ? "9 ~ ":) t ~) ? 24 
158 P Well, why not talk about what you don't understand? 17 -f ..... J:, t.;.i!§)itJ{;btJ\i;tJ(,\rQ9~~~!-f? cL 

tJ ~ \O)? 24 
159 P Why do you expect yourself to be an authority? 17 t.;.i!§)itJ{mooz"t:'tJ It~) ~ cv.:,(' \lttJ~ \O)? 24 



160 P You want me to pretend that everything is great? 17 '&:> t::. L., 1=, 9'" -C tJ~9 It i; L., ~ 'Ad':: -::> -C ,5, ~) ~ L., 
0-::> -C;blt? 24 

161 P What's this with Waiter again? 17 ..... n C?;t It-51 - C, t~No)~iWdJ{iV:>~ Ivt::? 
24 

162 P What's Waiter going to -? 18 ?;t It-51 -tJ{~, -::> t::. ~, - 25 
163 P What would I call him for? 18 t~IvO)t::.6b 1- i[~i!i ~ L., t~ < "IS .i(:J t~ i; t~ ~ 'Nt::? 

25 
164 P You know what the goddamned trouble is? 19 ;btJ\ ~, ~'-::> t::. ~ 'iiiJtJ{r",~~tJ\? 27 
165 P What's the goddamned trouble? 19 r",~~ -::> -Ct~lvt=(, \? 27 
166 P What happened? 19 c!::? L., t::. C ~ , ? Iv t:: ? 27 
167 P And? 20 -fn"t'? 28 
168 P But what else did you expect? 20 "t' t, ithl=iiiJ ~WI*9 ~ 0) ~ ? 28 
169 P You sign your name to twenty-eight years and ask yourself. Is -+J\~O)~Fl I=%t L., -c, ~~9 -@;bltt::, -f L., 

that all? 20 -C El ~\I=t::,9td.~, ;::n "t'~;b~) t~O)tJ\? 28 
170 P Is that it? 20 ..... ntJ{-f ? tJ\? 28 
171 P What was he? 20 iV:>n ItiiiJ1lft:: -::> t::. 0) ? 29 
172 P You ever feel that way? 21 -f 1vfJ:,5, '31-~ t.: t::. ..... C, t~ ~ ,tJ\? 29 
173 P And when you opened that box with your first uniform in it - iV:>lvt::. 0) It t.: 6b-C O)*ll"&tJ{lt~' -::> t::.~ ~ iV:> Itt::. C 

remember that? When you put it on the first time? 21 ~-dSl£;t -C ~? 29 
174 P When you put it on the first time? 21 It t.:6b-C iV:>n~~-c th-t.: C ~O) ..... c ? 29 
175 P How we laughed? 21 - C Ivt~ I--A "t'5€ -::> t.: ..... C tJ\? 29 
176 P What's the adventure? 21 t~Nt::, ;gl= *t.:? 30 
177 P Where are you going all of a sudden? 21 c!:: ..... "'h ..... '3 c ~''31v t:: ? 30 
178 P You trying to turn into a godamned teenager or something? 21 ~*i;IvT~-~·I~~¥-iV:>~yO).~"t't 

L., J:: '3 -::> -C ~ , '3 0) tJ\ ? 30 
179 P You let it lay here all these years because you can't have a iV:>lvt.:lt ..... ..... iiiJ~t, ..... n~ .......... I-@:~-::>1Dl:L.,J:: 

simple conversation with your brother, and I'm childish? 21 , El ~\O)~O) 5r. ~ Iv c ;::. < M~t~~i!i L.,.g. ~,~ ;t "t' 
~fJ:<-co-fn"t't, iV:>~L.,O)~?ffi~m? 

30 
180 P You got a receipt? 22 HUHiE, t~ -::> -C ~? 30 
181 R Any more of em? 13 iiiJ At::~'? 245 
182 R What was that? 14 t~N-C~'-::>t.:O)? 245 
183 R No, I mean the soup. What did you say it was? 14 it?o t~No)A-"j't::-::>-C~,-::>t.:? 245 
184 R What, you've had it before, have you? 14 it '" t.: ..... t.: tJ{ iV:> -@ 0) tJ\ ~ \ ? 245 
185 R Cross your heart? 15 *~I-? 245 
186 R You saying she was poisoned by the very soup we slaved to il.tJ]"t'~*ttt,:A-"j'I=iV:>t.: -::>t.: c"t't i§ ~,t.:~' 

make for her? 15 0) tJ, ~ '0 245 
187 R How many bottles you picked up Tombi? 16 ~ \ < '? fg- -::> t.: 0) ? 246 
188 R That's what I asked: How many? 16 t::tJ, i;, ~\ < ,?fg--::> t.:O) ~ 0 246 
189 R So? 16 iV:> Iv t~ t Iv tJ{ tJ\ ? 247 
190 R You look like you've seen a ghost. 17 c!:: '3 L., t.: ? 247 
191 R What was? 17 iiiJ ~ Ji t::.1v t:: J:: 0 247 
192 R What d'you say? 17 - ? ;;to 248 
193 R empty iiiJ ? 248 
194 R Right large you say, with a fuzzy face, soaked to the bone and ... ~~<-C~t<t.:.i(:Ji;"t'9~.n"t'th-9~<n-::> 

water blisters? 17 -C, iiiJt::-fno 248 
195 R Incredible? 17 C'39;::·~'0)? 248 
196 R Have you seen it then? 18 iV:>lvt.:tJit.:O)? 248 
197 R What? 18 f{t? 248 
198 R So what kind of monster was it? 18 c!:: Nt~1tlt~t~0) J:: 0 248 
199 R You mean it had horns? 18 ;t ? ~tJ{1:.;t -C -@O)o 248 
200 R Water blisters? 18 -? ;;to 248 
201 R empty iiiJ? 248 
202 R You mean it's got horns, goes snappety-crack and it's got water 1Fl tJ~ 1:.;t -C -C , ~ It-"j' v -::> -C t~ 1= J:: 0 248 

blisters? 18 
203 R What do you mean "other things"? 19 t~lvt=~\, ,&:>n-::>-C? 249 



204 R What? 19 - ? A. 248 
205 R You told me the Royal Goddness Priness Di ate that when she at>nr;t at> Iv t.:: tJ{, ~~v-r;f~) tJ{1t It-C I:H -C * ~pt 

came down as a ghost. 19 "'? t.:: Iv t:3. "'? -C ~ P t~ tJ\ "'? t.:: tJ\ (, \ ? 249 
206 R God, what is it?! 19 -f I, \-::>-f I, \"':)",? -C, -f*t~lvt~lvt::1, \? 249 
207 R Snappety-crack? 19 ~)[.,:;7':1I,.t? 249 
208 R What's that? 19 t~ Iv (J) '- c:. 0 249 
209 R What? 19 - ? A. 249 
210 R What did you just say? 19 ~fiiJ-C ~ "'? t.:: ! 249 
211 R But what's red demon doing here?! 19 t~1v 1:~*tJ~-\!>"'? -C 2" t.:: (J) ? 249 
212 R You-know-who ... ? 20 t~r::cl::, {.'at>t.::~) at>~(J)? 249 
213 R What are you shivering like that for? 20 B~ "'? '- 1: t~ (:: ~ X -C Iv (J)? 250 
214 R You really don't know? 20 d':> '* X, ~ i? t~ I, \(J)tJ\? 250 
215 R Are you afraid about the red demon coming here? 20 ~*t:3.0? ? 250 
216 R And that's why you run for hatches every time you see a demon? -fntJ{, ~* ~ ji t.:: i? ~r::tE ~ =t "':)p It? 250 

20 
217 R What? 20 - ? A. 250 
218 R Did you Sis? 20 d':>'* X, ~rp.lvt:3.(J)tJ\ ? 250 
219 R Did I what? 20 iiiJ ~? 250 
220 R Oh really? Such as? 21 at>t.:: ltJ~iiiJ~~lvt:3.? 250 
221 R Do you have any idea what that means? 21 ~A -C C? I, \? ~~*tJ\ptJ\"'? -C 1v(J) ? 250 

222 R You think that up all by your self? 21 Jr. ~ lv, -f n § 5:J' -c':?5 X t.:: (J) ? 250 
223 R What's the matter now? 22 C? It.::(J)? 251 
224 R When? 22 I,\"':)? 251 
225 R Wait ... you want water? 23 =t ltJ\ l t.:: i?, *t~(J)? 252 
226 R What do you want? 24 *tJ~W: l I, \(J) ? 252 
227 R Don't you want to give her one? 24 t: -\!> at> c ? t~ Iv t:: I, \ ? 252 
228 R empty t:-\!>at>c?t~lvt:3.I,\, -\!>i?t~< -C=tI,\I,\(J)tJ\I,\? 

252 
229 R Her mind or her legs? 25 (,\",? -C ~~(J) '- C:. tJ\ I, \? 252 
230 R You know what they call you, don't you? 25 d':> '* X (J) 9* , '- '- I, \ i? -c' t~ Iv -C ~rp. r;f n -C ~ tJ\ ~!l"'? 

-C ~tJ\? 253 
231 R Where're you going? 26 c,-h<(J), Jr.~lvo 255 
232 R What does it say? 27 t~ Iv -C ilH \ -C ~? 256 
233 R Isn't there one human being who understands what I'm saying? ~tJ\-ft(J) ~ ~NptJ\ ~ Arl'l' r;t I, \t~ I, \(J)tJ\? 

28 257 
234 R You call that a gesture for being hungry?! 29 at>ntJ~IIi;~"'? t.:: ~0)1±1jttJ\? 257 
235 R That? 29 r~1v C:. ? tJ\? 257 
236 R Me? 29 -fttJ\ ? 258 
237 R Don't you trust me mate? 29 d':> '* X, -ft ~ ~ ~ l -C t~ I, \ (J) tJ\ ? 258 
238 R Doesn't eat people? 30 ~"t~I,\? 258 
239 R Are you having a laugh? 30 -f Iv t~ It fJ;L -c' 2" ~ tJ\ cl:: 0 258 
240 R What? 30 - ? A. 258 
241 R ... hU~lQed you ... ? 30 m 2" lclb i?nt.::? 258 
242 R I'm sorry, did you say ... hugged you? 30 d':>'* X, *r::-\!> i?n -C l,*"'? t.::(J)tJ\? 259 

243 R You follow me? 31 ptJ\~ ? 259 
244 R Am I getting through to you? 32 ~ ? '- C:. tJ{p tJ\ ~ tJ\ ? 259 
245 R Can ... I ... please ... eat you? 32 pt "'? -C =t . I, \ . I, \ . tJ\? 260 
246 R What was that? 32 iiiJ ~ -\!>"'? t.:: Iv t:3.? 260 
247 R How d'you come up with that? 32 d':>,*xc?l-C*N~~~"~"'?-Cp~",?~Iv~ 

? 260 
248 R Why are you doing all this ... for a demon? 33 C? L "( *(J)t.::clbr--flvt~~ l-C-\!>~lvt:3.? 

260 
249 R Where? 33 C'- r::? 260 



250 R Why have babies been brought to such a crucial meeting? 34 tJit '- A.JtJAWtJ~~) iH \f::~A.Ji.1J~Jin -c < {) 
A.J t=. 0 261 

251 R Little Harold's gonna eat the demon? 34 ~~~tJ{~*~it~{) 7 261 
252 R Why don't we just drop this question of who's going to eat who ... i" (J) Il! ? tJ\ Il! p n {) tJ\ c ~ \ ? tJ\ c ~ \ ? ~ X tJ\ G lilt 

35 n-c fj: c ? t=. 7 261 
253 R What did he say? 35 tJA.Jt=. 7 261 
254 R Has the Red Demon come here from beyond the sea? 37 ~*fj:;m(J)~ '- ? tJ\ G ~t::.(J)tJ\ 7 263 
255 R You catch fish in a net. You gather information in a net. Isn't that ~ "0~, c {) ftp ~) f::~ "01]1f¥& c -:J "'( {) tJ\ G , 1]1f¥& 

why it's called 'the net'? 38 7 ~ -:J -c ~ \ ? (J) tJ\ ~ \ 7 264 
256 R What? 38 - ? ;;t. 264 
257 R So why don't you go and talk to him? 39 El ~"0~* c ~i51, t::. G c+? f::(, \0 265 
258 R And who'll be the hero, you? 39 (t;)A.J t::. fj: A,,- D - 7 265 
259 R Don't you even feel sorry for little Harry? 40 is '* X, ~~~tJ{tJ\p(, \i" ? t=. c J~A')tJ (, \(J)tJ\? 

266 
260 R That's our job isn't it? 12 ~~i1li J::, i"ntJq:ld::.1:> (J)~6b t.: '\0 tJ (, \(J)o 266 
261 R And? 12 i"n"0o 266 
262 R What did you say to me?! 38 i" (J) P~~) t.: '\0 (t;) ! 267 
263 R Huh? 38 - ? ;;t. 267 
264 R You looking for your mama? 38 ~ ~ -:> -c tJ; f:: ? 267 
265 R Mama isl'ou. 38 ~A.JiJj(J)MAMAtJ' 7 267 
266 R Now, you. 43 ~tJ;t::.O)16 MU? 267 
267 R What are you doing? 44 (t;)n7 268 
268 R ~ Ajj';?-, ~~n -ct::.O)? 268 
269 R O'you think we're gonna let that thing loose again and ~*~!yMc L.f_ L. -C, *t::.~lvijjtJ{~ Gpnt::. G, 

risk any more of our children? 45 C ? 9 {) Iv t::: (, , 0 269 
270 R So, what's on your mind? 47 t.::c;tft, >-ntJ{7!<, 1:, ,-ntJ{~, ftiJ~1z.;tt::.~\ 

Ivt3.7 271 
271 F Don't you think I know it already, that being a string is our job? ~?t t.: '\0 tJ; (, ,tJ\, t: ~ tJq:b t::.1:> (J) im ~ ~ 0 12 

12 
272 F It's our job isn't it? 12 {±$ t.: '\OtJ(, ,tJ'o 12 
273 F What? 13 (t;)n7 14 
274 F It sounds like rain? 14 ffi' tJ, tJ 7 14 
275 F Yes, maybe it is raining. 14 X -:J ~~ -:J -c tJ (, \ 7 14 
276 F Who is it? 15 ~7 16 
277 F Who's there? 15 C A.JtJ 7 16 
278 F Who is it, please? 15 C A.JtJ 7 16 
279 F Who are you, anyway? 15 c+tJt::. "097 16 
280 F I wonder if you haven't got a wrong party. 15 tJ f:: tJ\ , A ~ (, , t.: '\0 tJ (, 'A.J "09 tJ, 0 16 
281 F What do you mean, breaking in, without even taking off your ~, ±JEfj:'(}c(,'t.:'\OtJ("tJ'! 16 

shoes? 16 
282 F "What's the big idea?" 16 tJ A.J (J) Jt iJ;l. "0 9 0 16 
283 F If you've got some business with me, how about explaining m tJ{ ~ {) A.J tJ G , 1:> '\0 A.J c , ~RBJll, t::. GC? tJA.J 

exactly what it is? 16 "(90 16 
284 F Puts you in an awkward position! 17 ~ {) t=. -:J -C 7 17 
285 F I'm the one who has something to complaint about. 17 ~{)(J)fj:, '- -:J 1:> t.: '\0 tJ L ,tJ'. 17 
286 F Doesn't he have an electric heater I wonder. 17 ~~.A r- -:;7'"( t tJ L \O)tJ\ l, i; 0 17 
287 F That's not surprising, is it? 17 ~?t t.: '\0 tJ (, ,tJ'o 17 
288 F What doyou intend, if not to harm me? 18 1TI: ~ t.: '\0 f;j: L \ "( 9 tJ\ 0 19 
289 F Why should you say such a thing? 18 tJit7 19 
290 F A stranger's house? 18 ith (J) A (J) ~ 7 19 
291 F But, as a matter of fact, we are strangers, aren't we? 18 t=. -:J -C, m f:: ithA t.: '\0 tJ (, \ tJ, ! 19 
292 F Have you never heard the saying that being brothers marks the .5t.~fj:ithA(J)~i'l,* ~) -:J -C t.: '\0 tJ (, \tJ'o 19 

first step on the way to beinq stranqers? 18 
293 F That's obvious, isn't it? 18 ~?t t.: '\0 tJ (, \(J) 0 20 
294 F Why don't we sit down and discuss things in a more relaxed iSli(' \, t -:J C < ":) ~ L \t='~~"(, ~i51,.g- X ft. 

mood? 19 .7 20 
295 F To the police? 19 ~~tJ'L\7 21 



296 F Aren't you carrying things a bit too far? 19 ~ J; -:> C:, * If ~ 9" ~.Q Ne {.l t~ (, \O)? 21 
297 F How about, as a last resort, abiding by the will of the majority? L {.l~, ~ ~;;R;""(, {, \ < fJ\ 0 21 

19 
298 F Even if we win a majority decision, it'd be picking on someone ~~;;R;t= -:> "(~~{, \%(, \ L6bf=fi, ~;b~) t~{,\N C 

weaker that us, wouldn't it? 20 {.lt~{, \? 22 
299 F What do you intend to do, anyway? 20 (,\-:>t.:{,\, C:* ? 9" .Q -:J t ~) ? 22 
300 F I? 21 f£< ? 23 
301 F Would you mind telephoning 467-0436 and asking the Imt\- JEJO) 0 )\t\Im1ik F",% \~;bii"( {, \t.: t= It"* 

superintendent for directions? 21 it NfJ\o 23 
302 F Is there nothing in the way of liquor? 22 7 }[.,::J-}[.,n'fiid:{,\O)fJ\{,\? 25 
303 F How do you plan to explain yourselves? 22 C:*?~-:>"($LO~~9".Q-:Jt~~O)~~~o 25 

304 F What will I find out? 22 iiiJfJ{)tfJ\.QNt= ? 25 
305 F We are your friends. We can't abandon you, can we? 23 ~l! C: L"(, .5!f@i"("( itfJ\n.Q;b ItfJ{t~ {, \ L {.l t~ 

(, \ ""('9" fJ\ 0 26 
306 F My friends? 23 ~l!? 26 
307 F Don't you think that's frightening? 23 ~~ 0 L {, \ '- C: C {.l 3i) ~HI~ it N fJ\ . 26 
308 F Can't I have just one bottle of beer? 23 ~~, t'-}[." -*t=lt, ~13 fJ\(,\. 26 
309 F But in general it's true, isn't it, that lunatics claim that they are LfJ\L, -~I¥Jf=HAfiEln'O),-c:~, lE%.t=c: 

sane? 23 ~ ?fi.Qto)~ L{,q:{.lt~(,\""('9"fJ\o 26 

310 F Lunatics? 23 HA? 26 
311 F Well then, what is the offense? 27 -t n ""(" -:J '*- ~) , ~~(i? 30 
312 F Excuse me? 27 t~Nt=?"(? 30 
313 F Their offense-what specific injury have you suffered? 27 ~ i*l¥Jf= C:*? (, \? ~~tJ{~? t.: 0) tJ\o o 0 30 

314 F You have caught them red handed in the act? 27 ,-. ~ NO) C: it ~) O)~h~Q. C {.l t~ (, \ "t:9" tJ\ 0 30 

315 F Have you got any proof? 27 iiiJtJ\, ~iE~fJ{~.QfJ\~? 31 
316 F Proof? 27 ~iE~? 31 
317 F Do you suspect me? 28 f£ < ~;~? N ""('9" fJ\ ? 31 
318 F What are we to do about this, anyway? 28 C:*? L t.: tNtJ\~~ ? 32 
319 F Why can't you trust what I say? 28 t~it, f£ < 0) ~ ? '- C: tJqg m""(' ~ t~ {, \N""(,9" 0 32 

320 F Have you any positive evidence that these people are strangers, t~f=tJ\, fi-:>~~) Lt.:~iE~""('t~.QO), ~0)1t!!A 
as you claim? 28 t= C: {, \? ? 32 

321 F Excuse me for mentioning it, but you wouldn't be suffering from a ~Nt.:, ~J~Jj(t=tJ\ ~~~~L{.lt~{,\N""('9"tJ\? 
persecution complex, would you? 29 32 

322 F You can't say for sure? 29 C:* ? t= tJ\ -:> "( ? 33 
323 F But it's illegal entry, isn't it? 30 1';!1~A C {.l t~ (, \""(,9"tJ\o 34 
324 F It's trespassing, isn't it? 30 liS t~ it ~) C {.l t~ (, \""('9" fJ\ 0 34 
325 F Are you sure you are all right? 33 * 1:. 72:. tJ\ L i; ? 38 
326 F You haven't hurt yourself? 33 itlttJ{(i? 38 
327 F Can you stand okay? 33 ?,*-<.lI"(.Q? 38 
328 F No pain anywhere? 33 ~'*-t~{,\? 38 
329 F No broken bones? 33 C:* '- tJ\ '- ;bnt~ tJ\ -:> t.: ? 38 
330 F Wouldn't you describe what you did as violence? 33 ~ tJ{ -'r? ? t.: '- C: t= -:> "( , It -:> '- ? ~jJ C {.l t~ (, \fJ\ 

0 38 
331 F What did you just say? 35 {,\,*-, t~NC:1Ql-:>t.:? 40 
332 F Then you say I'm cat? 35 L{,\~{.lNtJ{, 3iBt=-:>"(? 41 
333 F Therefore the logical meaning must be a cat-like burglar. 36 C:9"nf;t, -to)~U*fi, ~~!!l¥Jf-~iBl¥J;k1'C:{,\? 

;:. C: f= t~.Q;b It C {.l t~ (, \tJ\o 41 
334 F Why should it? 36 t~it 41 
335 F It looks as if you lost the first round, brother. 36 ;b tJ\ -:> t.: ? 42 
336 F What's so complicated? 37 t~ f = tJ{, f~J1tt~ t N fJ\ ! 43 
337 F By the way, what ever happened to the fine we were talking -t?-t?, (, \ '*- O)WJ~O) '- C: fi, C!:::' ? t~ -:> "( L '*-

about? 41 -:> t.: 0) 0 46 



338 F Was it your wallet? 41 ft:t1i1 ? 46 
339 F Or doY'ou carry money loose? 41 -fnt: t, /\7 -c: An -c cV) -:J t::(I)? 46 
340 F What's the matter with you all? 41 o 0 0 c!:? Lt:: (I) ? 47 
341 F Are you willing to let my mother take custody of your property? td.;t, ~, ~(;t? -t;, (I) cS,S, < ;:'{::, M~~!!~"* 

45 h\it-@~Jit;h\&'-@ ? 49 
342 F Take custody of my property? 45 M~~!!? 49 
343 F Well, are yougoingtogive back my money? 46 ~ iV), J!& L. -C Cn -@ 7 50 
344 F Will I have to bother the police again? 46 t ?, - Jj, -- 0 *(1) ~-\!> -:J h\[, \(:: tJ ~) "*9"h\ 

7 50 
345 F But, Mother, haven't I been following the ideal of neighbourly ~-:J-C,a~N,~A~~!!~~L.~?7 50 

love? 47 
346 F I don't suppose you noted down the numbers of the bills or *L~1ii§- ~ V-iJ\;t -C i!3 ~ \ t:::b It ~ t , L. -@ L. ~-::> It 

marked them? 49 -Ci!3~\t:::blt~ttJ~\lvt::;:,? 7 53 
347 F I picked your pocket? 50 A I) If~ -:J t:: ? 53 
348 F Did I say anything like that? 50 (£ < iJ', -f NtJ <- C ,§ ":> t:: ":> It 7 53 
349 F How much did you have? 50 tJ.;t, i!3::E, ~\< i;i!3t~-J:d::":>t::~7 53 
350 F Well, how much is there, anyway? 50 It":>~~<, ~\< i;iV)":>t::Nt::~\7 54 
351 F I suppose it's just before his payday. 51 ~ ~ ? c', .Fl ~ B ~Ji1Jt::iJ\ i; t: ~ tJ ~ \ 7 54 
352 F What's gone? 52 tJ{::iJ' 7 55 
353 F empty c':' r::, -f N iV) ~iE~iJ' iV) -@ 7 56 
354 F Two different questions? 52 -fnc, <-n7 56 
355 F I appreciate your kind intentions, but I wonder if two different '* iV), i!3 <- <- ~ ~ L. r;t, 1HtL \ Iv t:: h'""" L. iJ\ L. , -f 

questions aren't involved? 52 n c , .:. n c I;l:, '* t::5lIJ F",~Jm ~9iJ\ tJ iV) ? 56 

356 F I hope it's been a good lesson for you too. 52 ~r::c -:J-ct, ~\~\~~Jllt:: -:J t::1v t: ~tJ~ \ 7 56 

357 F Do you really mean it? 52 *37 56 
358 F Do you mind if I look in the other room? 53 iV) ~ i; ~:g~m, :j:Hi L. -C t ~ \~ \ 7 56 
359 F Living together is what gives meaning to the act of sharing. 54 -;r.tr::lJi; L.-C<--f, r;tt:&?-C, t~~5'}~iV)?~ 

~t iV)-@N t: ~tJ~ \ 7 56 
360 F Why must you say such cruel things? 54 c? L. -C -f IvtJ, i;JJntJ ~ \ <- C ~{J;J.,§ -@ ~ 7 56 



APPEND/XC 

Distribution of English interrogative main types 

wh-? yes-no? echo alternative declar? 
wh 50 2 2 0 1 
Iy-n 5 29 5 2 22 
echo 9 1 32 0 
alter 0 0 0 0 0 
declar? 0 3 0 0 1 
declar 2 1 3 0 1 
empty 0 0 0 0 0 
fragment 0 0 0 0 1 
exclam 1 3 0 0 0 
imper 1 0 0 0 0 
total 67 39 42 2 27 177 I 

Table C 1 3 fragments 

Distribution of Japanese interrogative main types 

wh-? yes-no? echo alternative declar? exclam 
wh 28 5 11 0 2 1 
Iy-n 2 46 4 0 0 1 
echo 1 3 38 0 0 0 
alter 0 0 1 0 0 0 
declar? 0 10 7 0 0 0 
declar 1 10 0 0 0 0 
empty 1 2 2 0 0 0 
fragment 0 0 0 0 0 
exclam 0 0 1 0 0 0 
total 33 76 64 0 2 2 177 I 

Table C 2 3 fragments 



APPENDIXE 

Forms used for expressing a request - whimperatives (01 - 04) 

English forms Japanese forms 
how about synatactic noun TOP + doo (how about X) 
why not Vconditional tara + doo (how about X) 
why not can't you Vconditional eba + doo (how about X) 
why don't we naze X dekinai (why can't you) 
why don't you VPART AUX of personal orient. ( -te kureru) 
imperative + will you VPART GONG ii (even if X o.k.?) 
let's X X kamaimasenka (wouldn't matter if X) 
are you going X 
are we doing X 
would you ming X 
do you mind X 
won't you X 
have X 

Table E 1 

Forms used for expressing a request for confirmation (08) 

English forms Japanese forms 
tag question with reversed polarity copula PROS (dareo) 
question in declarative form copula PROS + ATTIT (dareo ne) 
indirect question (I wonder) polite copula PROS (deshoo) 
indirect question (I don't suppose) polite copula PROS + ATTIT (deshoo ne) 
indirect question (wouldn't you describe tag question ellipted INTER (janai) 

tag question + INTER (janaika) 
tag question + INTER (janaino) 
tag question + polite copula + INTER (janaidesuka) 
INTER + ATTIT (ka ne) 
INTER + ATTIT (ka naa) 
ATTIT (ne) 

Table E 2 



APPENDIXF 

Formulae of Japanese cultural scripts (Wierzbicka 1997) 

wa 
(a) these people want to be like one thing 

(b) they all want the same 

(c) they want to do some things because of this 

(d) they don't want this: 

(e) one of them says: "I want this" 

(f) another one says: "I don't want this" 

(g) they don't want to say about some of them: 

(h) "these people did something very good, 

(i) these people did something bad" 

U) they don't want to say about one of them: 

"this person did something very good" 

(k) they all feel something good because of this 

(I) they can do some good things because of this 

(m) they couldn't do these things if they all didn't feel the same 

(n) people think this is very good 

omoiyari 
(a) X often thinks something like this about other people: 

(b) I think I can know what this person feels 

(c) I think I can know what this person wants 

(d) I can do something good for this person because of this 

(e) I want to do this 

(f) this person doesn't have to say anything 

(g) because of this, X does something 

(h) people think: this is good 

seishin 
(a) X thinks something like this: 

(b) I want to do something very good (Y) 

(c) I know: I can't do it now 

(d) I can do it after now if I do other things for a long time 

(e) I know: I will have to do these other things for a long time 

(f) I know: I will feel something bad because of this 

(g) I don't want not to do these other things because of this 

(h) I want to do these other things 

(i) X does these other things because of this 

U) X can do something very good (Y) because of this 

(k) X can do other good things because of this 

enryo 
(a) when X is with person Y, X thinks something like this: 

(b) I can't say to this person: 

(c) 

(d) 

"I want this, I don't want this" 

"I think this, I don't think this" 

(e) if I did this, someone could feel something bad because of this 

(f) someone could think something bad about me because of this 

(g) because of this X doen't say things like this 

(h) because of this X doesn't do some things 

(i) people think: this is good 

amae 
(a) X thinks something like this about someone (Y): 

(b) when Y thinks about me, Y feels something good 

(c) Y wants to do good things for me 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

Y can do good things for me 

when I am with Y nothing bad can happen to me 

I don't have to do anything because of this 

I want to be with Y 

X feels something good because of this 

giri 
(a) X thinks something like this about someone: 

(b) I have to do good things for person Y 

(c) if I don't do this it will be bad 

(d) if I don't do this, Y can feel something bad 

(e) people will say bad things about me because of this 

(f) I don't want this 

(g) because of this I have to do good things for Y 

(h) I have to think about this 

on 
(a) X thinks something like this about someone: 

(b) this person did something very good for me 

(c) I couldn't do something like this for this person 

(d) I have to think about this always 

(e) I have to do good things for this person because of this 

(f) if this person wants me to do something I have to do it 

(g) X feels something bad because of this 

Formulae of English cultural scripts (Wierzbicka 1997) 

freedom 
(a) someone (X) can think something like this: 

(b) if I want to do something I can do it 

(c) no one else can say to me: "you can't do it because I don't want this" 

(d) if I don't want to do something I don't have to do it 

(e) no one else can say to me: "you have to do it because I want this" 

(f) this is good for X 

(g) it is bad if someone cannot think this 

liberty 
(a) everyone can think something like this: 

(b) if I want to do something because I think it is good I can do it 

(c) no one can say: "this person can't do it because I don't want this" 

(d) everyone thinks this is good 
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